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Abstract

Wenrick, Debra G.

An Internship Experience in
Supervision and Curiculum Development
in the Millville Public Schools,
Millvile, New Jersey 1996-1997.
Project Advisor:
Ronald L Capasso, Ed. D.
Practimum and Seminar in Adminstration
and Supervision I and II, Rowan Uaiversity

The internship in Supervision and Cturculum Development provided the intern the
opportunity to develop and strengthen leadership sills required for educational
administrators for the 21st century.

The internship focused on the following projects: 1) the development of a balauced
curriculum for the district's bilingual summer enrichment program, 2) the facilitation of a
collegial sharing of ideas learned at out-of-district workshops, 3) tne piloting of a teachercentered revision of the district's evaluation system, 4) a teachel-led workshop to
encourage the use of CD-ROM technology as an instructional tool and 5) the
implementation of cross-age tutoring.
The following recommendations were made: 1) further grade level specification for
the summer enrichment program curiculum, 2) lioing of collegial taffdevelopment to
the supervision and evaluation process, 3) a full-scale revision of the district's evaluation
system, 4) periodical teacher-led technology workshops, and 5) irqlementation. of crossage tutoriag in the bilingual classes during the regular school year.

Mini-Abstract
Wemick, Debra 0

An Internship Experience in
Supervision and Curiculum Development
in the Millville Public Schools,
Millville, New Jersey 1996-1997.
Project Advisor:
Ronald L. Capasso, Ed. D.
Practicum and Seminar i Alministration
and Supervision I and 1, Rowvan Univetsity

This internship developed and strengthened the leadership -imd management skiUs
required for sopervision and curriculum development. It focused on five projects in the
following areas:

1) development ofa summer enrichmet program curriculum, 2) collegial

in-house staff development, 3) revision of the district's evaluation instrument, 4)
instructional intgration of CD-ROM technology, and 5) cross-age tutortng.
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Chapter 1
utroduction to the nternship Setting
Iltrodgetion

The field of education is highly complex and is constly changing. The change
can be either positive or negative. Positive change must be carefily planned and be
carried out with an acute awaxeness of the setting for which it is intended. This researcher
intends to fit11 the requirements ofRowan College for an intemhip in Supervision and
Cuaiculum Development Projects in curriulum, staff development, snpervision,
technology, and change as presented in this paper were conducted withia the Milhtvle
Public Schools in Mlville, New Jersey. Chapter 1 presents an overview of this
educational setting.
The coummnit
The city ofMilviUe is one of three urban areas in otherwise rural Cmberland
County in southwestem New Jersey. The county covers 500 square miles from the
Delaware Bay on the west to Atlantic County on the east Cape May County to the south,
and Salem and Gloucester Coumties to the nonk Approximately 138,000 people live in
this county (Board of Chosen Freeholders, 1991). The other two aban areas are
Vineland, the largest city, and Bridgeton, the county seat,
M ville's long history dates back to 1790, when the Union Company bought
approximately 20.000 acres of land, built a dam creating what is now Union Lake, and
started a hmnber mill (Johnson). In 1795, visionary Joseph Buck, then Sheriffof
I
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Cumberland County, purchased the Union Company mill and much ofthe surroimdiag
land that now makes up the City of Millville. He built himself a h3ome there. named the
area Milville, and designed the layout of the town to be developed on both sides of the
Maurice River. Although Buck died in 1803, his vision was filffled when MUville
Manufacturing Company started its textile industry in 1804, James Lee opened a glass
factory in. 1806, and T. C. Wheaton Glass Company began in 18Sg to become 3Mflvie's
largest industry.
Mihille was incorporated as a city in 1866, The city operated under a charter,
wi the people electing a mayor. When the Walsh Act was passed in 1913, the city
changed to a commission fonm of government. Five commissioners are elected After the
election, the five connissioners choose one of their number to serve as the mayor,
generally choosing the candidate who received the most votes. In 1996, the
commissiouers were Emil L. VanHook, Mayor and Director of evenue aud Finance; W.
James Parent, Vice Mayor and Director of Public Affairs; Robert J. Shannon, Director of
Parks and Public Property; David W. Vanaman, Director of Public Safety; and Vicki
Marshall, Director of Public Works (Mihville City Commission, 19f9).
Over the years, the city has supported a great variety of churches. In 1952, there
were twenty eburches Some of them date back to the IOO's, incl-ing several Methodist
Episcopal chuiches, a Presbyterian church, and a Catholic church and parochial school. In
1910, Beaf Hllel Synagogue served the needs of a small Jewish poplaon. St. Nicholas
Old Orthodox Russian Church opened in 1937 in response to a grovT g number of
immigrants (Johnson).

Millvitle now has about 26,000 residents octcupying only fiteea percent of its 44,3
square miles (City ofMilville Plnning Board, 1983). The samrounding area is ural, used
for farms, orchards, and nurseries As already explained, Miillvil has historically been a
manufacntring towu. The economy currently depends on several major employers
Alusuisse-Lonza (formerly Wheaton Glass), Foster Forbes, Airwork, Prudential Insurance,
and DuraAd Glass. The area's dependence on these industries needs to change. as
manufactuing jobs are deucling, and there is a slow increase in cmnstrution, service, and
public adinistrationjobs. In 1990, 93.6% of MiBvie's adults were employe, 25.8% in
manufacturiag and 29 1% in sexvice-related businesses, as compared with 38.7% and
23.8%, respectively, in 1980 (Fenton, 1995). The median household income in 1989 was
$31,266 with a per capita income of 13,748.
The city of Miville has increased in population from 19,096 in 1960 (City of
Miville Planning Board) to 25,992 in 1990 (U.S. Bureau ofthe Census, 1992). In 1990,
2253 1 ofthose persons were hites, 2,199 were blacks, 1,841 were Hispanios, and 205
were Asians. The Hispanic population in Mville is predominately Puerto Ricat The
number of Afica-i-Americans has increased 2.4% since 1980, while ispanics have
increased 3.5%. The white population experienced a decrease of2.5% in that decade
(Fenton). Most of the nmnoities live in center city and in two public housing projects,
Wade East and Delsea Gardens/Delsea Village on the edges of the city. This growth and
change in population has impacted on and required a response from the city's schools,
Other factors such as mobility, language diversity, educatioal attainment, and
Lamily makeup also have an effect on the public schools. Four-fiths of the community is
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fairly stationaxy. Appxoximately 56% of the people in Milhlle lived in the same house in
1990 as in 1985, and another 24% had moved to a different house but within Cumberland
County. While 21,669 people in Miliville speak only Englsh, 1,203 speak Spanish in the
home, and the rest of te population(epresents a wide variety of other languages. Thity
percent of the 16,308 adults 25 years and older have not earned a bigh school diploma.
Less than ten percent hold bachelor's degrees Fimaly, out of 9,579 households, 2,330 are
married couplesrwth children, 234 are siagle fathers with children, and 782 are single
mothers with childln.
The dependence ou industry, the prevalence ofunions, the increase in minorities,
the low educational attainment, and the uiban nature ofMiville ccatribue to this city
usually voting along Democratic Paxty lines. About one third ofat

approcdmately 18,000

citizens who are eligible to vote were not registered in the 1996 Presidential election year.
A telephone call to the Department of Voter Registration (October 7, 1996) revealed the
following registration figures Republican, 2,313: Democrat, 2,952; Independent, 15; and
undeclared, 7,366.
Miivllv

is somewhat unique in that i has big city problems ^dth small town

limitations. Its problems include increasing cdime - theft, drugs, and prostittion, a large
population on welfare, and low tax ratables. As in big cities, federal and state grants and
programs, such as the Urban Enterprise Zone with reduced sales tax, relieve some ofthe
economic burden. However, unlike larger urbaa areas, Miiville has no public bus system
to provide transportation for those citizens without cars. The very poor are limited in
their access to community services. Milville's services include a post office, a public
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library, and a hospital wih free clinics. It is very difficult in this town to find doctors who
accept Medicaid patients. Millville no onger has a movie theater; nor does it have any
bowling alleys or skating rinks. Its most important attraction is Wheaton Village, which
honors lillville's history with a glass museum, a working glass-blowing limae, and
quaint shops from a previous time period. The city also mamttais several recreational
parks as well as a Babe Ruth Invitational baseball par.L Miiville's location encourages the
popularity of fishig and hmuntig.
The city's size and location in rural Cumberland County ifluence the mental
outlook of its citizens. Many of Miville's children remaia in Millville as adults. Even
many of the dtys teachers are graduates ofthe iMtvile Public Schools. There is a large
group of people who kaow who is reiated to whom and how they ae related.

uch

"tsmall-towuness" creates a general mistrust of outsiders. It also makes people resistant to
chmage. The changing demographics have given rise to a great deal of racial tensio
withn the city.
The School District

The Miville Public School District began in 149 whea the eity built Central
School, which was designed to hold 450 students. At that fime, MiTville had 1,500 people
and 300 attended school That building no longer exists. It was torn down and replaced
by Culver School, which was recently renovated as the district's central administration
building. Today the district consists ofnine school buildings: the Child Family Center
(Pre-K); Bacon, Mt Pleasant, and Wood Schools (Pre-KK - 5); Holly Heights, Siher

Run, and Rieck Avenue Schools (Pre-K/K - 7); Memorial High School (8 - 9); and
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Millvile Senior High School (10 - 12). Wood School built in 1916, is the oldest while
Silver Run, constructed in 1992, is the newest. Total enrollment for the 1995-96 school
year was 5,569.
Because ofthe economic realities of the City, the Milvile Board of Education has
traditionally been very frgal

In 1991, as in other years, Miille's per pupil expenditure

was the lowest ofthe 212 K-12 districts in the state (Fenton, 199 ). In 1995-96, the per
pupil expenditure was $7,386, with a total budget of $47,615,912 (MiMille Public
Schools, 1995). Three-fourths of the required monies necessary to rm the district came
fiom the State. The district has especially benefitted from Abbott . Bke and the
resultant Quality Education Act, because it was included as one ofthe 'Jrban Thiry' atrisk districts. Each school now has a Building Plnning Team composed of
administrators, teachers, and parents to determine how the additioaal moies should be
pent.
Another change the district has undergone recently was the switch to an elected
board of education. Until 1993, Millville was a Type I district with an appointed board.
Seven board members were appointed by the mayor of Millville to serve three-year terms
Budgets proposed by the board had to be approved by the Board of Schoo Estimates.
Appeals could be made to the County Superintendent. Under this system, the city
governuen had a great deal of control over the school distict. Today's nine board
members are elected for three-year terms, with three up for election each year. The public
votes on the budget. In the past five years, four budgets have passed. The 1996-97
budget failed, Over the years, six bond issues have also passed. The change to an elected
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board has had its drawbacks It has heightened the political nate ofthe hoard members.
Each member comes to the Board with his own political agemda. The Milvile Education
Association (MEA) has caeflly interviewed each candidate to select which candidates it
would endorse for election. The change has also created a separation between city
government and school district administration. The two now must compete for a limited
amount oftax dollars. The district must convince the citizens of illvile of the need to
support education. This is no easy task, because only one-third of the households have
school-age children; at one time, the ratio was seventy-five peremn, district spokesperson
William Fenton revealed in an interview July 11, 1996.
Administatively, Milhvile Pablic Schools have been led by Superintendent Dr. G.
Larry Miller since 1993. Central administratio also includes an assistant superintendent
in charge of curiculnm and instruction, an assistant superintendent responsible for
personnel, a director of special services, a director of faclities plataing, a direetor of
computer services, and a supervisor of school and community relaton.
The latter position, public relations supervisor, was added several years ago and
serves to facilitate communication within the district and between the schools and the
commmiity. Supervisor Fenton collects and disseminates a large qustity of iformation
and statistics which influence decisions made throughout the district. Having developed
informal communication channels with various sectors of the comnnrimry, he quicldy
replaces rumors with accurate facts. He also has daily contact wth all local newspapers,
obtaining positive press and improving the district's public image.

s
In recent years, better commmication channels have
conmtrinted to a higher level
oftrust. Newsletters inform staffofwhat is happening
throughoutt the district.

Newsletters to parents increase homesschool coummuications.
Teachers are asked to
serve on committees to help make decisions which
will afec them, such as the school

caleudar and changes in parent-teacher conference
days, Surveys are sometimes used to
get teachers' input on varous issues. One survey
mailed to parets netted a fity percent
retru, said Fenton (July 11, 1996). At times,
central administaation and the MEA have
worked together to develop the surveys.
Communicationsill play an important role in resolvng
tMo major issues now
confrontig the distoict. The Millville Board of
Education is curently investigating the
feasability ofprivatzing the cafeteria and/or custodial
services. A more critical issue is
redistricting. The need for redistrictig stems
primarily from two fietors: a shortage of

space throughout the district, causing overcrowding
in some grade levels, and a State
mandate for more equitable racial balance among
the distrit's six elementary schools. A
redistricting advisory board composed of parents,
teachers, board mnembers, and
admUinislators was formed in 1994 to develop "'
fair and equitable redisticting plan that
is both educationally and fiscally sound'" (Daly
Jouual, Septetamer 29, 1994). The plan
seleted was presented to the Board at its meeting
in August of 1996. It was dependent
ot an addition being built to Mt. Pleasant School
and called for the three smaller
elementary schools (now Pre-K/K - 5) to become
Pre-K - 2 primary centers. The three
Pre-KK - 7 buildings would become 3 -7 buildings
Each primn y center ould be pared
with a 3 - 7 building to create coutinuity The
plan would place the youngest chldrea in
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the three small old buildings with limited facilities for the
speoial, subjects, leading to a
more equitable use of facilities. It also would more closely
equnalze the percentage of atrisk students (as determined by the number of students qualiyin
for the free lunch
program) among the six elementary schools. The change would
have resulted in a large
number of staffbeing relocated, requiring a great deal of support
as six elementary schools
adjust to significant faculty regrouping and reorganization. It
would also mean that
parents must accept that all students would at one time or another
need to be bussed and
would not be in neighborhood', schools. The Superintendent
recognized the need to
have the support of the communiry in order to make redistricting
a positive change. He
held two community meetings in the fM of 1996 to allow parents
mnd other citizens to
voice their concerns. The general consensus of the community
was so negative that the
redistricting plan recommended by the committee was dropped.
The district must nowx
develop a new action plan, or the State will force a plan upon
the district
The district throughout the last several decades has attempted
to address the needs
of the community it serves In Milville Public Schools' most
recem Demographic Study
(July 1995), Fenton relates disrict programs to 1990 statistics.
For working parents,
inexpensive before- and after-school child Care programs have
been instituted. Also,
parent-teacher conferences are held during the evening hours.
I response to the
increasing pressures of modem life on children, the district has
increased the nrmber of
guidance counselors, substance awareness counselors, and child
study team members,
especially at the elemntary leveL The local police department
provides extensive
instrction at various grade levels in drug abuse and gang resistance.
Each building has a
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Core Team composed of administrators, guidance counselors,
substance awareness
counselors, teachers, and nurses to develop and implement
strategies for students who use
drugs, tobacco, and/or alcohol or whose paents are users.
In addition, parenting
workshops have been offered, with transportation provided
for parents without cars The
availabjlity to Millve parents offree half-day pre-school
is an attempt at early
intervention, particularly for the large numbers of cldren
living below the poverty level
For the same reasons, instructional aides were hired for all
kindergarten and first grade
classes In response to an increase in teenage mothers,
students ivho are disruptive in
regular classroom situations, and an unacceptable dropout
rate, Millville in 1974 instituted
its Alternative School which is housed in the Senior High
School and runs from 2:30 to
7:05.
Many of the programs that have been instituted in recent
years have been in
accordance with the Mission Statement adopted by the Board
of Education on September
21, 1992. It reads:
We affirm the primary mission of the mIilVille Public Schools
is to have an
students graduate from high school Upon high school graduation
the
stndent will
be able to fiantion in a oompetitive modem society with
marketable skills for entry
into the job market. The student will be prepared to conaine
his or her education
and will have developed appropriate social and coping skills.
programs introduced at the earliest year to promote individual MilhiiLe will include
success throughout
each grade level and provide support services to students
ard parents aiding the
education process.
Further, we believe a student's education wii be enhanced
through an
environment conducive to learning. The education of all
studets will be secured
by providing students and teachers with proper facilities, insmructional
matedals
and resources to achieve desired learning outcomes.

I1
The Sohool Building
This intern is working at Rieck Avenue School. This Pre-K - 7 building has over
700 students enrolled for the 1996-97 school year. The staff is led by three
administrators: Shelly Schneider, principal; Edward Rush, vice principal; and
Sherry
Miskelly, guidance counselor. An additional part-time guidance counselor meets
the
needs ofthe K - 5 students A full-time nurse and three sectetaries complete
the main
office staff
Rieck Avenue has a firly large teaching staff Not including the bihigualgEnlish
as a Second Language (ESL) stalf the fculty consists of a half-day preschool
teacher,
one full-time kindergarten teacher (two sessions), two first grade, three second
grade,
three third grade, two fourth grade, and two fiih grade teachers, eight academic
subject
teachers on the sixth and seventh grade levels, and one in-school suspension
teacher.
Special area teachers include one librarian, two music, one and one-half art,
one
technology, two physical education, one home economics, and one-half keyboarding
teachers. Four basic sIlds teachers and a part-time Reading ecovery teacher
work in
pull-out programs. The special education department consists of one teacher
of selfcontained perceptionally-iinpaired one teacher of self-contained neurologica1y-impailI,
one teacher of emotioally-disturbed, and two resource room teacheas. A speech
and
hearing specialist is shared with other schools in the district. The bilngual/ESL
staff and
many instructional aides complete the staff Two of the Rieck Avenue teaching
staff are
black, and three are Hispanic; the test are white. The majority of th faculty
is feeale,
with only eight male teachers. Many of the teachers have taught in Rieck Avenue
for a
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long time, some since the school opened in 1969. The staffs average
number of years of
experience is 16 years (Rieck Avenue SchoolReport Card for 1994-95).
Twenty-five
percent of them currently hold master's degrees.
Shelly Schneiderhas been principal in the building since Jauary 1995.
She
replaced the former principal wio retired ate serving as Rieck Avenue
Principal since it
opened in 1969. She was chosen out-of-district for the express purpose
of facilitating
change. In less than two years, she has developed a climate of tmst in
which change is
possible. By eliciting input from teachers, she works with tafto
solve problems and
implement new ideas which wffl beefit students and teachers She
accomplishes much by
empowetrg teachers with responsibilities for new projects. She truly
believes that al
children can learn, and she works toward that end.
Rieck Avenue School offers its students a variety of special programs.
The Core
Team and a newly established peer mediation program meet psychological
and social
needs of some students. The music department provides instnmental
lessons for grades
3 - 7 and chorus for grades 4 - 7. Almost all of the fourth and fif
graders paricpate in
the Christmas and spring concerts. Afer-school intamurals in a variety
of sports involve
a lot of students. Some of the staffeach year organize Family Mat,
Night. Two Student
Councils (gades 3 - 5 and grades 6 - 7) plan a number of dances, conests,
and other
activities to get students involved.
The Parent Teacher Organization at Rieck Avenue is very aiftive. The
officers
frequently volunteer to work on school projects. Their findraising
projects allow them to
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sponsor assemblies and field trips thronugout the year. They also organize a Fall Festival,
a Family Fun Night, Santa's Shop, skating parties. and two book fairs.
The Bilnual/ESL Department
A major part of this internship will be completed in the bidingual/ESL departnat.
Since September 1992, Rieck Avenue has served as a magnet ce.ter for the districts
limited English proficient (LTP) students The department's neariy 150 students are
predominately Puerto Rican and receive fill-time bilingual instruction through the seventh
grade. In the bilingual self-contained classroom, all academic subjects are taught using
both Spanish and English. A students i bilingual classrooms recive daily ESL
instruction. Students in eighth grade and above and those whose native language is other
than Spanish receive high-intensity ESL instruction. Participation in the program is
determined by scores on the Language Assessment Battery (LAB). State law also now
requires parental consent for their child's entrance into the prograi The majority of the
students exit the program after three years ofinstruction.
The department currently consists of one district supervisor, one secretary, six filtime bilingual classroom teachers, one half-time preschool teacher. one and one-half
bilingual basic skills teachers, three and one-lalfESL teachers, and three fil-time and two
part-time instructional aides The six classroom teachers are for trmnsional Idndergarten
and kindergarten, pr-first, first grade, combined second and third grades combined
fourth and fifth grades, and combined sixth and seventh grades. Some of the ESL teachers
work at the Sth to 12th grade level in the appropriate buildings.
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The supervisor of the department, Mary Jane Copenhaver, has a multi-faceted
position. She supervises, observes, and evaluates all teachers in the department She is
responsible fot periodically updating the bilingual and ESL curricula. She works together
with the Vice Principal when discipline problems occur with limited English proficient
students. She has to make smre that all important foirs and notices which go home to
parents are translated into Spanish. She acts as the school-home liaison for a myriad of
problems, even fox students no longer in the program Often she has to interpret for
famlies in meetings with the Child Study Team. In addition, she organizes the required
Parent Advisory Council and schedules a minimum of four parent meetings per school
year. One other very critical part of her job is the completion and submission of state
reports.
To nrn the department's programs, Mrs. Copenhaver has aer own departmental
budget. The money for this budget comes from bilingual categorical aid and from local
funding. The state sends the district a dollar amount per student earolled in the program
Since the '92-93 schoolyear, Miuville has received $141,892 each year, which is
approximately $900 per student, based on the 1992 enrollment figewe of about 160
students. This fiure is appled toward biligual and ESL teaching staff The rest ofthe
budget money comes from the general fund. Besides salaries for teachers and instructional
aides, the budget is nsed to purchase textbooks, other teaching supplies geared to limited
English proficient students, computers and software, feld trips, and special supplies for
parent meetings. The biggest expenditure after regular salaries is for the bilingual summer

enrichment program oflred to the department's students.
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Being a magnet school greatly facilitates the coordination of sta. materials, and
student services. Prior to 1992, the program had bilingual and ESL teachers divided
among three elementary buildings. Basic slkis and ESL teachers had to spend part of
their day traveling from one building to another. Space for pull-out instructon was
usually inferior. The move to Rieck Avenue School greatly benefited the supervisor,
teachers, students, and parents. Under the proposed redistdcting plan, the department's
minority population woud have been divided between Mt. Pleasant School (K - 3)
and
Silver Run School (4 - 7) to help the district achieve racial and socio-economic balance.
Such a move would be a step backward for the department.
CnOclusiot

An awareness of the educational setting just described helped this researcher carry
out her internship projects. The next five chapters present the rationale, related research
procedures, results, conclusions and recommendations for the five projects she completed.
Chapter 2 outlines a project which developed a new curriculum for an at-risk summer
enrichment program for the bilingual department. The Rieck Avenue School was the
setting for a staff development project, Chapter 3, to encourage taff to offer miniworkshops to share teaching strategies with teir peers. The purpse of the project in
supervision, Chapter 4, was to pilot a process for the district to rovse its teacher
observational system Technology is the topic for Chapter 5. an attempt to increase the
instructional use of CD-ROM in Rick Avenue School classrooms. In Chapter 6, Change,
the intern worked in the bilingual/ESL department to institute the concept of cross-age
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tutoring. In the final ohapter of this report, the itern smnaizes her reflections on the
value of th projects and the internship experience.

Chapter 2
Curriculum
Ptoblern Statement
In a decade focused on school reform, states and local school districts
are taking a
close look at curiculum. Well-developed, updated curriculum is essential
because it
should direct most of what occurs within the school system. Curriculu

outlines the goals

ad objectives for a course of study and helps to define valid evauation
of that study.
Those individuals responsible for developing or revising curriculu

must make sure it

meets the needs of the student population for which it is intended.
National goals and
state standards uow also greatly influence the curriculum of public
schools.
Since 1992, the bilingual department of the Millvile Public Schools
has operated a
summer enrichment program for its K-5 students. The program
has a set of stated goals,
but no ftrmal cnniculum guides for teachers to plan their istctin.
They have been
using curriculum guides designed for the academic year. The earic!ment
nature of the
program requires a curriculum of its own. The programis voluntaryT

lasts for five weeks

for half-days, and both reinforces and enriches the skills that have been
taught during the
year Staffis limited by time and therefore must carefiuly choose what
skills to address.
The manlnr in which they address them must be hands-on, fun, and
different than during
the school year. In order to fill the program's curricular void, this
intern directed the
development of a new summer enrichment curriculum.
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Is
Review of the Literaltui
Researchers and experts in the field contend that curriculum plays an important
role in school reform Glatthorn (1994), a consultant to school districts,
emphasizes the

importance of a quality curiculum and of the process of developing that curriculum.
He
insists that curiculum developers have a global picture of what influences the curriculum
These influences include national cmriculum projects, state guidelines, and research
on
teaching, learning, and child development. Locally, the district's vision and goals
as well
as teacher and administrative recommendations also play an important role
in the final
product.
GIatthom (1994) recommends a twelve-step approach to the development
process.
Step 1 is the identification of educational goals. With the general goals i mind
the
developers review the requirements set by state frameworks, Step 3 is to refine
the
subject goals based on the frameworks. These goals wff guide the rest of the
process.
The next step is to review current research on effective practices. The research
will aid in
the decision making required for Step 5, the development ofthe defired features
of the
curiculum. Step 6 usually involves a great deal ofin-district input as the actual
curiculum framework gets more speciic and more focused on the population
for whom
the curiculum is intended. Step 7 identifies the horizontal components, or different
subject areas, within the curricnin. Step 8, vertical articulation, develops the
scope-andsequence chart. The final four steps involve identifying available cniculum materials,
producing the actual cuniculum grude, evaluating that guide. and then deciding
how to
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distribute the guide. Once the curriculum has been developed, it enters a subsequent
process of updating and reisions.
Glarthom (1994) also identifies four factors that oontbuce to a quality cunriculum
Shared leadership ensures that all stakeholders have input dung the cunicuum
development and implementation process. Culicular decisions are made based
On
appropriate data and research-based knowledge. A third factor is cooperation
and
teamwork, both in the development and in the actual implenentation of the
curiculum.
Lastly, professional development must be directly related to cumdoular reform
goals.
Westwood Public Schools in Massachusetts value such favors as they develop
new cutrcular roles for teachers (Monson & Monson, 1993). The district
is fllowing the
Curriculum

nquiiy Model to guide them in the collective and individual decision-making

process The process begins with a collective deternination of the central
purpose and the
desired leaming outcomes. Once the outcomes are established, individual teachers
determine what themes, materials, and learning strategies they will use and
what
professional development they personally need. Committees which include teachers
colectively decide on assessment standards and strategies, a reporting system,
and the
staff development needs on a building or district level When supported and encouraged
by administration, teachers can and should play a significant role in curriculum
development, implementation, and revision.
New Jersey school districts are in the midst of trying to realign their curricula
to
the Core Curriculum Content Standards developed by the New Jersey State Department
of Education (1996). The standards are an attempt to define a "thorough and
efficient"
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education, as guaranteed in the New Jersey State Constitution. They indicate the
knowledge and skills all students should possess by the time they have completed grades
4, 8, and 12. Fify-six standards are divided into seven academie content areas: Visual and
Performing Arts, Comprehensive Health and Physical Education, Language Arts/Literacy,
Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, and World Languages. Five additional workplace
readiness standards apply across al the content areas. Each standard is specified by a
number of behavioral indicators
The rationale for the New Jersey Standards (1996) is the increasing demands of
the twenty-first century. Education must meet the demands of a global, information-based
society by setting high standards for excellence, creating lifelong learners, and developing
problem-solving, decision-making, and critical thinking skills. Curriculum must reflect
these needs
An important consideration in developing a cuorculum is the population it will
serve. Does it meet the special needs of a diverse student body?

Iany schools today

include large numbers of at-risk students and must ascertain that the curriculum addresses
their academic, social and psychDlogical needs.
A report by the Center for Research on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged
Students (Legters & Slavin, 1992) identifies factors which place saidents at risk of
academic fialure or low achievement. Socio-economic status, race/ethnicity, language
background, family structure and stability, and parents' educational levelpotentially affect
a student's chances for success. Natriello, McDilL and Pallas, as cited by Legtexs and
Slavin estimate that as many as forry percent of the school age children can be considered
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at risk on the basis of at least one of those five factors. When these children are enrolled
in schools ith large numbers ofpoverty students, poor resources, and/or unchallenging
curicula, the probability of their ilure increases. Identifiable outcomes for these children
are poor attendance. low achievement, discipline problems, and retentions.
Dorrell (1992) fiarther describes and offers explanations for the characteristics of
at-risk children. At-risk students are muderachievers, failing to work to their potential.
They do not take advantage of learing opportunities. A possible reason for the
lack of
effort is insuffieat internal and/or external motivation. In the child's home and
community environment, education is neither valued nor encouraged. Poverty
seems to be

the greatest factor in creating at-dsk children. Students living beltw the poverty
level
often lack good nutrition. basic health care, sufficient clothing, preschool opportunities,
and access to extra-curricular activies. Most importantly, they often suffer from
low
self-esteem and an attiude of hopelessess.
Dorrell (1992) also offers possible solutions to the educational difficulties of such
students. The individal classroom teacher who cares about the whole child can be
the
best intervention. Shools that have relatively small student populations tend to be
more
effective. Small class size is also extremely important for giving at-risk children the
attention they need. At-risk children need to feel theybelong in order for them to achieve
academically.
Instead of belaboring the factors that put children at risk, Benard (1993) focuses
on the "xesiiency" factors of at-risk students who overcome the bariers and fnd success.
Resilient children display social characteristics of responsiveness, flexibility, caring,
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communication skills, and a sense of humor. Being able to plan and knowing how to get
help from others are important problem-solving skills. Another important resilieey trait is
autonomy, a sense of oneselfwith the abilty to act independenty and to have some
control over one's environment. A cmcial characteristic is a positive sense of purpose
and
fiture. Al ofthese factors can help to erase the "at risk" label
Beuard (1993) identifes three environmental attributes that encourage resiliency in
potentially at-risk children. A caring, supportive environment inlhe home, school, or
comuniry produces positive outcomes. The school environment is especially effective
when it establishes high academic expectations for all students, provides a rich and varied
curiculum and other necessary resources for achieving the expectations, and encourages
a
bigh level of student participatiot Participation is very important in that it connotes
having some control in one's lif. Schools ca facilitate participation by offering students
a variety of meaningful academic and social actities. Instrctional strategies such as
hands-on activities, cooperative learning, and peer and cross-age tutoring provide
opportunities for increased participation.
Butler (1997), a Missouri elementary school principal, shares Benard's focus.
Jefferson School is ninety-six percent Afican American Thirty-six percent receive
fee or
reduced lunch, a frequent identifier of at-risk childre.

At the time Butler was hied,

discipline and teacher morale were very poor. and students were scoring below the
thirtieth percentile on standardized tests. Past reactions to the Iow scores were excuses
and a watering down of the expectations and the curriculem. Butler reversed the tend
by
revamping the curriculum, focusing on enrichment rather than remediation. To develop
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higher-level thin

g skills, subject areas were integrated. Content became more in-depth,

allowing students to understand fewer concepts but with broader applications. Most
importantly, expectations for students were significantly raised, vith support provided for
meeting the expectations. The restlts were better test scores, decreased behavior
problems, increased parental involvement, and improved teacher morale,
The literature cited clearly proposes that urriculum development be approached
thoughtfully and systematically. The process is more ef'ective when it includes teachers.
Fn addition, the curriculum must take into account both the demands of national goals and
state standards and the special needs of the school popuation. With this esearch base in
mind, the intern led the development of a new cuniculuau

for the bilingual sunmer

enichmant program of the Milville Public Schools.
MethodOlogey Reearch Design
The purpose of this project was to provide a new cunicuhmz for at-risk bilngual
students in the Summer Enrichment Program The intern formed a committee composed
of the summer program teachers. Classroom teachers completed a needs assessment of
the skills that needed reinforcement at each grade level. The inteem then used the needs
assessment, a list of learning activities provided duing the summer program, and the New
Jersey Core Cuniculum Content Standards to develop the new curiculum. The
committee evaluated the final product using a checklist of seven cr:teria.
Methodology Sapan;ing
The target population for the summer enrichment program curriculum includes
students who have just completed kindergarten through fifth grade m the bilingual
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program They vay greatly in levels of English proficiency Some of the students have

just passed the Language Assessment Battery which qualifies them to exit the bilingual
program and enter the monolingual classroom Others are recent arivals, primarily from
Puerto Rico, and speak and understand very little English. Some of the students have
been referred to and classified by the Child Study Team and receive special education
services during the school year. Usually one hundred percent of te students qualify for
the free beakfast and lunch program, which is also an integral part of the summer
program. It is a truly at'risk student population and greatly benefits from the summer
enrichment program.
The staff that will implement the ourriculu

varies fromyear to year. Depending

on budget constraints and the number of students, the program employs four to six
bilingual teachers and about four bilingual instructional aides. Usualy the teachers and
aides work in Milville's bilingnalESL department during the school year; however,
occasionally an out-of-district teacher is hired for the sumter program.
M-ethodoloagy Prcoedures
While reviewing the literature, the intern, as administrative leader ofthe curriculum
development process, formed a curieuhum connittee composed of the four bilingual
teachers hired to work in the summer enichment program during the summer of 1996.
The committee met before the end of the school year to discuss the general goals of the
program, review the scheduled field trips, and reach a consensus on the themes that would

guide the content of instruction The intem asked the teachers to complete and submit
outlines of the learning activities and skill focuses for each week of the summer program.
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She also indicated to the teachers that she would make frequent iirmal classroom
visitations to view the types of activities occurring and the stmdet reactions to those
activities for the purpose of developing valid and useful instructinAal objectives.
The intern also asked the bilingual classroom teachers from the regular school year
to make a list of special academic and social needs of the students in their particular grade
level. The intern herself as the fourth and fith grade teacher, completed such a list. All
these lists were then compiled into a needs assessment (see Appendix A).
Because of the enormous effect of the New Jersey State Core Curriculum Conteat
Standards, the intern spent a great deal of time studying the standards and the indicators
for students through grade 4 to determie which ones the summer enrichment program
coutd effectively address. She then compared the list wihthe teacher-generated needs
assessment. The weekly summaries of summer program activities became the third data
source. Using the Core Curricuum Content Standards as the primary organidzng
structure, the intern compiled a list of objectives for seven areas: language arts literacy,
mathematics, science, social studies, visual and performing arts, health and physical
education, and cross-content workplace readiness. She also wrote the historical
background and purpose of the bilingual summer enrichment program and an overview of
the program's instructional focus. A copy of the district's mission starement was also
included
The first draft of the crriculum guide was presented to the curriculum committee.
One member of the committee had dropped out, since she was only hired for the summer
program The other three reviewed the cuficulum and recommended additions,
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clarifications, word changes, and consolidations The intern amended the curriculum
based on the committee's recommendations. The final daft (see Appendix A) was used
as the basis for evaluation of the project.
Methodolony Measures
To measure the quality of the new summer enrichment promanm curicului, the
intem asked four bilingual classroom teachers and two ESL techers to review the
curriculum and complete a questionnaire (see Appendix A). The questionnaire asked them
to rate the urriculum against seven criteria using a five-point Likar scale, a score of ive
being excellent to one being poor. The even criteria were:
1)

ease ofuse

2)

level of specificity

3)

flexibility allowing for various teaching styles

4)

appeal to students

5)

ability level appropriateness

6)

ability to meet individual needs of students, and

7)

suitability to a variety of student learing styles.

The intem tabulated and averaged the ratings for each citeria to assess the overall quality
of the curriulum
The itern also gave the curriculum reviewers the opportnity to make additional
comments about the curriculum by adding three open-e ded questions to the
questionnaire. Reviewers could write responses to:
1)

What did you like best about the curriclum?
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2)

What needs to be changed in the curriculum?

3)

What should be added to the curriculum?

Answers to these questions were noted in addition to the quantitative data.

Proiect Evalua'onResults
The intern designed this curriculum project for the purpose of providing a
curriiulum for a summer enrichment program working only with curriculum from the
regular school year. She judged the effectiveness of the finished roduct based on a
questionnaire completed by six bilingual and ESL teachers in the department
Using a five-point Likenr scale ranging from poor (1) to excellent (5), the
questionnaires netted the following ratings:
Cditeria

Averae Score

Ease of use

4.50

Level of specificity

3.50

flexibility allowing for various teacbing styles

4.67

Appeal to students

4.00

Ability level appropriateness

3 17

Ability to meet individual needs of studens

4.17

Suitability to a variety of student leaing styles

4.67

These quantitative scores were combined with the qualitative responses received for the
three open-ended questions. To the question 'What did you like lest about the
currincunm? teachers responded that they liked the flexibility it gave them, it alowed
them freedom to be creative, aad it would be very easy to use. The second question asked
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for needed changes. All but one teacher said no changes were needed at this time. The
remaining teacher would like to see the curriculum broken down by grade leveL The final
question, 'What should be added to the curriculum?" received no responses

rFdings Cnclusions and Future Sdudy
Because curriculum is so irportant for focusing and guiding instrucion, the intern
elected to create a curiculum specifically for the bilingual summer enrichlmeut program in
the Millville Public Schools. State standards, research on student ieaxmg and effective
teaching, teacher input, classroom observations, and the special needs of the program's atdsk population all played a significant role in the formulation ofthe cunficulrr

n The

resulting curriculum encourages student-centered learning, integrated instruction,
cooperative learning, hands-on activities, and the use of computer technology as an
instirctonal tool It strives to promote the development of critica thlinkig, problemsolving, and decision-maing skills so necessary in today's workplace
The quantitative results of the questionnaire range from good to excellent for the
seven criteria It rated highest, 4.67, for its flexbility in allowing for various teaching
styles and forits suitability to a variety of student learing styles. These results align with
the ditrict's mission, respecting the diversity of its learners and vowing to provide the

necessary support for all its stdents to learn. The lowest ratings were for the ability level
appropriateness, 3.17, and the level of specificity, 35,0. These low scores, while still
slightly above satisfactory, probably result from the gradeless design of the curiculum
The design reflects the population's whole continuum of grade level abilities as opposed to
actual grade level placement. However, some teachers feel more comfortable with greater
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grade level specification. Ease ofuse, appeal to students, and ability to meet individual
needs of students received "vey good" ratings of 4.50, 4.00, ad 4.17, respectively
Based on the ratings, the intern judges the project to have been successfll and worthwile.
For the fiftuxe, the intern recommends that the curriculum be implemented for the
mmfmet enrichment program beginang in 1998 and be reevaluated and revised as needed
She recommends that a curriculum committee composed of teachers consider the
possibility of including more grade level specificity She especially hopes that the
curriclum will encourage the summer program staff to provide effective eaming
activities for Millviie's bilingual elementary students.

Chapter 3

StaffDevelopment
Problem Statement
If current school reform efforts are to achieve excellence in education, staff

development must play a significant role. More and more changes and new strategies are
offered, encouraged, and even thrust upon today's educators. In order for teachers to
adopt and implement more effective approaches to improve student achievement, they
need increasing opportunities for professional development and growth. New Jersey's
current plan, beginning in 1999, to require all teachers to accumulate one hundred hows
of staffdevelopment over five years will add even greater impetus co this process. Central
administration, principals, supervisors, and the teachers themselves all must assume the
responsibility for this crucial ingredient in reform
In the lMjtvife Public Schools, staffdevelopment opportunities are available. but it
does not seem to be a major priority, In the last ten years, very few inservice days have
been scheduled, except for the traditional first day back in September. Central
admnistration, though, has responded to an increasing number of requests by teachers for
days on which grade level articulation can occur. A variety oftechnology workshops are
ofered during the summar months Originally they were taught by the district technology
coordinator, but now some of them are presented by other staffmembers. Teachers are
also permitted to take school business days for out-of-district workshops. While some
staffmembers regulaly attend out-of-district workshops, others rarely avail themselves of
30
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this opportunity for professional development Two years ago, the admrnistration
began
requiring teachers desiring to attend a workshop to complete ajustification sheet
explaining how participation in the out-of-district workshop would improve student
achievement However, the accountability ended there, after the workshop, the
teacher
was not required to implement new ideas acquired at the workshop. In order to increase
collegial sharing ofinformation and strategies learned at out-of£district workshops,
the
intern implemented a staff development program in which Rieck Avenue School
staff
members present mini-workshops to small groups of their peers.
Review ofthe Literature
The school reform movement asks today's teachers to offer a wide variety of
learning activiies and teaching strategies in order to meet the indicridual needs of
a diverse
student population. Staff development has traditionally meant teachers attending
out-ofdistrict workshops or districts bringing in outside consultants to tram a large group
of
teachers in some teaching methodology. Research studies and current literature
suggest
that staff development is moving away from its traditional form in response to the
necessities of the reform movement
In response to research on learning, teaching strategies have changed. It is now

generally accepted that students learn best through active participaton. Yet many
districts
still hold to a traditional staff development program that treats teahers as passive
learners
Lieberman, 1995). The result is litle or no change in teachers' teaching behaviors and
consequently lttle or no change in student achievement. Educators also now strive
to
encourage lifelong learning. Traditional staff development is piecemeal To facilitate
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school reform, staff development must be an ongoing, integral part of the school cnlte,
according to Lieberman.
Sparks and Hirsh (1997) also see a paradigm shift in staff development as essential
for school reform- The focus of staff development mustshiffro the developmen ofjst
the individual to the development of both the individual teachers and the organization as a
whole in order to have a concerted effort to provide all students with opportunities for
academic success. This shift in thinling requires a change from piecemeal efforts to a staff
development program that is an integral part of strategic pmanning on a department,
school, or distric level. "Off the job" training needs to be replace by 'job-embedded'
earning. No longer should staff development mean eperts deliveing nicely packaged
knowledge; instead, teachers engage in processes that will develop their teaching
expertise. These processes can include action research peer observation and coaching,
study groups, and curriculum planning. Thejob ofthe staff developer then becomes one
of facilitator and consultant to aid teachers in their ongoing professional improvement.
Staf development must be al-encompassing to lead to school teform.
This new approach to staff development signiicantly changes the roles teachers
play. Reform demands that teachers rethink the way they teachb They must become
reflective practitioners (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995). To encourage teachers'
reflective practice, districts must promote a vision of professional development as a
lifelong process based on collegial inquiry, exploration, and experimentation. Schools
mst institute policy changes to facilitate such activities. Scheduliga changes can allow
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teachers more conferencing time. Districts can also cornect with colleges, uiversities,
and Professional Development Schools which can provide valuable support.
The district's commitment to change through staff development is omcial. A study
by Hopkins (1990) analyzed the relationship between teacher personality and school
climate and how it affects professional development and reform efforts. He summarized
his findings as the equation, "positive climate evolved by positive people equals effective
use." Ifteachers are motivated, and ifthey work in a climate where collegialty and
experimentation are encouraged, they wil work towards self-actualization, improvig
their professional expertise.
hn Santa Cruz, California, the city school district replaced its traditional staff
development efforts with Professional Development Support Teams (Krovetz & Cohick,
1993). Teachers choose a teaching strategy ox approach m which they would like to
become more proficient. Then teachers with similar goals form a ieer coaching team to
smppoit each other in achieving their professional goals. Tied closely to the evaluation
system, the administration has observed that teachers' classroom behavior is indeed
changing. The collaboxation has greatly improved school culure, ith ollegiality
creating a climate of respect and trust among teachers. Their shared goals produce
common expectations and better educational opportunities for students

Bunting (1997) agrees with this teacher-centered approach to staff development.
She maintains that existing staffdevelopment semiars are still useSfl; however, outside
experts may not provide the best recommendations to meet the individual needs of the
school and its student body. She offers five suggestions for teacher-centered staff
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development First the principal should encourage the teachers to choose an area in
which to develop expertise. The instructional leader needs to give teachers opportunities
to present case histories of individual students TIe principal should strive to build an
intellectual climate within the schooL Encouraging teachers to form groups based on
various personal interests also creates a positive climate. Finally, Bunting reconimeuds
that principals start some form of idea exchange whereby teachers share their ideas with
their peers. Such a teacher-centered approach to staff development motivates and
energizes teachers to grow personally and professionally and increases the stregth of the
organization.
Too often financially-strapped districts find it easy to cut the budget in the area of
staff development. Stern, Gerritz, and Litte (1989) analyzed the average taxpayer and
participants' costs for traditional staff development activities The costs are divided into
the cost of participants' time, which includes substitute pay, reduc.d instructional time,
contractual salary increments, and the cost of providing staE deveLopment activities, wich
consists ofpresenters' time, use offacilities, and materials. The major cost, they claim, is
the time participants and leaders actually spend in staff development activities They
calculate that the taxpayers' average investment in staff development represents only 1.43
percent of total classroom costs in California. They also compare costs according to the
type of staffdevelopment. District-organized workshops on staff evelopment days are
the most economical, while the most expensive option is out-of-dissrict conference
attendace, which is approximately four times as costly. The new concept of staff
development makes more sense from an economic standpoint.
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DeI Norte High School in Albuquerque, New Mexico responded to budgetary cuts
in staff development by implementing a new in-house program called INService Ideas for
Teacher Encouragement [INSTE] (Dunaway, Mechenbier, Parsons, & Wright, 1987).
The INSITE program takes advantage of existing facilities, experise, and personnel Two
mini-workshops per month are given during the teachers' thirty-mnute lunch period by
teachers on topics oftheir choosing. They had thirty peicent of the staff attending
sessions the first year. The greatest criticism of the program was a lack of time. The
observed benefits were increased conversation among teachers, greater interdepartmental
interest. and stimulated teacher motivation. The program has been very successfil.
A district in New Jersey also tried an innovative approachLi' a half-day in-service
(Sils, 1996). The yearly scheduled in-service day had become very ineffective. The staff
development committee developed a program called Inside lJservf.ce: A Smorgasbord
from a Superb Staff Teachers with special areas of expertise were asked to share their
knowledge with their peers. Sixteen out ofthe 115 teachers oonseted to present twohour workshops. Some ofthe teachers paired up. Because teachers were taking a
professional risk, administrators offered a great deal of encouragement and support. The
program was very successfill

resenters received positive feedback from their peers.

Teachers elected to continue the program the following year.
The literature clearly defines the direction staff development mnst take if it is to
complement and facilitate school reform In order to encourage a ollegial approach to
professional development, the intern implemented a staff development program in which
teachers offered mini-workshops to their colleagues.
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Methodologv:

Researoh De ipu

Jh order to stimulate shaing of ideas garnered from out-of-district workshops, the
intern designed and implemented a new staff development program she named Lear It.
Live t

ar

. Alier first surveying teachers about the itmber and type of out-of-

district workshops they had attended during the previous school year, she introduced the
new program to all pre-K to seventh grade staffmembers at a moan-ly Rieck Aveaue
School faculty meeting and requested volunteers to present mini-workshops to small
groups to ther peers. The intern herself presented the first mini-workshop, followed by
additional workshops presented by other teachers. All teaachbes were invited to
participate in the program The intern evaluated the success of the program by means of a
staff questionnaire completed by teachers who had attended at least one of the miniworkshops offered
Methodology- Samloine
All forty-nine Pre-K to 7th grade teachers at Rieck Avenne School were invited to
participate in the Learn It Live It. Share It programL Participation either as a presenter of
an attendee was strictly voluntary. Four teachers, one from first grade, one from sixth
grade, and two from the special education department, gave min-workshops. Some of
the workshops were not appropriate for all grade and/or subject areas. A total oftwelve
teachers attended at least one of the workshops.
Met.hodolov:

Procedures

Alter reviewing available literature on staff development the intern designed a
survey to assess the professional development activities of the Rieco Avenue School
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teaching sraf (see Appendix B). Teachers completing the srvey indicated how many
workshops they had attended during the previous school year and listed them They also
responded "yes" or 'Lo"I to five questions.
1)

Did you bring back any new ideas or materials you have used successfully
in your classroom?

2)

Do you plan to try out any new strategies in your classroom this year?

3)

Rave you ordered new materials that others may fad useful in their
classrooms?

4)

Would you be interested in attending one-day minimworkshops after school
to find out about some of the new ideas learned last year?

5)

Would you be willing to present an informal 45-minute workshop after
school to share a new idea or interesting materials with a small group of
interested colleagues?

Thirty staff members returned the survey. Four of them had attended one workshop, nine
had attended two, five attended three workshops, and six had attended four or more
workshops. Twenty-three respondents said they had brought back new ideas that they had
used sucessfffly in their classrooms. Sixteen have new materials that others would find
useful. Seventeen of the thirty or just over hal were interested in attending after-school
nui-workshops, and only five Were willing to be presenters.
When the intern was ready to begin the Learn It Live It Share It program, she
introduced the concept to the staff at a monthly faculty meeting and asked for volunteers
to present workshops. She stressed that the mini-workshops woldc be very informal and

would generally be very small groups. She encouraged them to wach for workshop
notices nexE to the staff sign-in sheet in the office.
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The uitern herself planned the fist mini-workshop based on a Strategiis for
Strugling Readers workshop she had attended. She prepared a brief outlie and a packet
ofhandous she thought others might find usefl

She selected a date for the workshop

and prepared a notice and sign-up sheet for the office. The day of the workshop, fio
teachers came However, some of them had other commitments and had to leave early.
The intern condensed her planned presentation from frtyfive to fifteen minutes. In spite
of the shortened time, the attendees expressed interest in the strategy presented.
The intern next approached the teachers who had expressed a

1wiingness to

present a workshop. They discussed the topic to be presented and agreed on a date, The
second scheduled Learn It. Lve It. Share t workshop was on a strategy called Pass It
On" learned in a workshop on brain-based research. It was very difficult to schedule aa
afler-school date because of the number ofteachers involved in afer-school clubs and
intramurals and others with amily commitments, so the intern switched to mornings.
However, holding the workshops before school limited the time frame to fifteen minutes
The "Pass It On" mini-workshop was very successfil attacting nine teachers.
The third mini-workshop was on direct instrution for reading and was presented
by two special education teachers. It was also held before school ald was attended by
three people. The fourth workshop was given by a first grade teacher for other primary
teachers to share materials Three attended the before-school workshop.
For each workshopdthe intern acted as a facilitator. She scheduled the date,
deteumined where it would be held, and prepared a notice to advertise the workshop (see
Appendix B). She also offered to xerox any handouts for the preseaters
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A month afler the last mini-workshop, the inten distributed copies of the postproject questionnaire to teachers that had attended the workshop. She evaluated the
program based on those results.
Methodol]oy: Measures
To assess the effectiveaess of the Lem.
L
t. Live It, Share It program, the intern
asked staff members who had attended at least one mini-workshop to complete a
qnestiolaire about the program The questionnaire (see AppendJLi B) posed five
questions$
1)

How many Leam It, Live It. Share

2)

Did the workshop(s) give you valuable teaching ideas?

3)

Have you tried any of the ideas in your classroom?

4)

Do you feel the LJearn It Live It. Share It Program should be continued?

5)

Would you be willing to present a mini-workshop in the furuxe?

nini-workshops have you attended?
m

Questions 2 through 5 only needed to be checked "yes" or 'ho". To finther assess the
effects of the program, the intern also infomally interviewed each f the presenters
folowing their mini-workshop to gauge their feelings about sharing their experiences with
their peers.
Proiect Evaluation Results
The questionnaire about the LearIt Lie It Share It staff development program
was completed by all twelve teachers that had attended at least one ofthe workshops.
When asked how many workshops they had attended one attended three, five attended
two workshops, and six had attended one Leam It. Live It. Sharee mini-workshops. All
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twelve responded that the mini-workshops gave them valuable teaching ideas (Question
2), but only four out of the twelve, or one third. had tried the ideas i their classrooms
(Question 3). Nine respondents, seventy-five percent thought tht the Learn Tt Live It
Share 7p
program should he continued (Question 4), but only two would be willing to
present workshops in the future (Question 5).
The informal interviews the intern conducted with the four presenters also yielded
information about the value of the program. The four teachers expressed that they felt
comfortable with the small informal group setting and felt good about themselves for
being able to share the information with thei peers. The two special education teachers
whojointly presented one of the workshops claimed the collegial support considerably
lessened any anxiety over leading the workshop.
Findings. Conclusions, and Future Study
The evaluation results obtained from the post-project questionnaire and frompostworkshop interviews with the various presenters yielded valuable information to the
intern. When plaming the program, the intern had hoped to provide a series of at least six
aer-school workshops. It soon became apparent that after-school workshops were not
going to be successful. The change to before-school workshops inreased participation
but significantly limited the time avaible and therefore altered the nature of the
presentations, allowing less time for explanations and questions Frthenrmore, five
teachers had indicated on the original survey that they would be willing to present a miniworkshop; two of them changed their minds when the program swtaed. One of the two
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co-presenters had not wanted to give a workshop when she completed the survey, In
that
respect, the program was less than successful.
On the other hand, the results tabulated from the post-project questionnaire are
encouraging All the participants fet they had gained valuable ideas by attending the
workshops, even though some of them had not actually implemented them in their owa
classrooms. The most encouraging result is that three-fourths of he participants felt that
the program should continue. However, these nine teachers are probably highly-motivated
teachers who take an active role in assuming responsiblity for their own professional
growth and take advantage of opportunities to attend out-of-distriot workshops.
Based on the results of the program and on the available literature, the intern
would probably nor continue the program on an official basis. While the goals were
vaid,
the Lea

Live t Shar

vehicle did not fulfill the intended purpose to the extent

desired. The intern instead recommends that collegial shadag of information gained
from

out-of-district workshops be encouraged through the supervisin process as parn of the
Annual Performance Review and the Professional Improvementr Plan Principals and
supervisors can ask supervisees to talk about workshops they have attended during the
year. identify valuable ideas, determine what staff members would benefit from the ideas,
and try to arrange a convenient time for small group sharing. In this way, administrators
can stimulate greater collegiality, improve school culture, and promote professional
growth.

Chapter 4
Supervision of Instruction
Problem Statement
Supervision and evaluation ofstaff is one of the most important administrative
responsibilities. However, administrators often do not devote suficient time to this
activity. New Jersey Administrative Code requires that properly certificated personnel
formally observe all tenured teachers once anually and hold post-observation
conferences. Non-tenured teachers receive at least three formal observations. All
teachers also receive an annual performance review.
The evaluative instruments of a district generally guide the supervisory process.
The Millville Public Schools have been operating with the same instrument for about
twenty years. Used by principals, district supenvisos, aad departLmnt heads, it consists of

three fons, A, B, and C (see Appendix C). A teacher completes Form A prior to a
scheduled observation, listing the lesson's objectives, required materials, and planned
sequence ofprocedures. Form A becomes the focus ofthe pie-observation conference.
However, for tenured teachers and some non-tenured teachers, the pre-observation
conference consists only of scheduling the observation. Observers complete Forms B and
C following the observation. Form B provides space for a narrative summary of what
occurred during the lesson. Form C has a section for the observer's comments about the
observation, another section to list the teacher's strengths and wetinesses, and a third

area to be used for a summary of ideas discussed during the post-ebservation conference.
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Some observers forego the conference, complete this section, and merely give the
completed forms to the teacher to sign and retunm.
The design of these forms for documenting the formal observations leads to a lack
ofinter-rater reliability The distict does not have an established list of criteria that
evaluators should be able to observe in an effective teacher. There;foe each evaluator
develops his/her own style of evaluation, whose focus may significantly diff from
another evaluator. These forms have often proven ineffective a promoting professional
growth among tenured teachers. In order to initiate a district reviio of the instrument
used for formal observations, this intern piloted a process in which reachers develop a
new, more effective instrument,
Review ofthe Literature

For decades, researchers have studied the supervision and evaluation ofteachers.
Early studies focused on teachers' content lnowledge. More recent research addresses
the effects of teacher performance on student learning (Gibney andi Wiersa, 1986). In
order to assess what a teacher does, most evaluation consists of formal and informal
observations of the teacher, with or without accompanying pre- and post-observation
conferences between supervisor and supervisee.
Most researchers agree that supervision of instruction serves two major purposes:
accountability and professional development. The first purpose involves gathering data
for personuel decisions concerning tenure and renewal or dismissal. The second purpose
is to provide teachers with feedback about their reaching in order to promote improvement
and/or growth.
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Stiggins (1986) argues that most teacher evaluation systems filfill only one ofthe
two purposes, namely accountability or summative evaluation. He further proposes that ir

is very difficult to have one evaluation system that can serve both the summative
accountability function and the formative growth promotion functa. However, he feels
that both purposes are important The focalpoint of an accountability system is the

incompetent teacher and is based on minimum expectations. Such a system is also use.l
for developing a beginning teacher. In order for an evaluation system to foster
professional development, it must lead the competent teacher to professional excellence.
Saphier (1993) makes evea greater distinction. First, he separates supervision
fiom evaluation. Both involve observations ofteachers The difference is that evaluation
means using the data to make decisions from a position of authority. He eqnates
supervision with a formative approach and evaluation with a summative approach He
further divides both types into nine functions. Supervision consists of "oheerleading,"
facilitating, stimulating, and problem solving. Feedback from observations has the ability
to validate and reinforce effective teaching behaviors, facilitate teachers formulating goals

for professional growth, stimulate exploration of new strategies, and help teachers identify
alnd find solutions to classroom problems. Evaluation, on the other hand, monitors use of
the cuiculum, focuses on weak areas and directs impxovement strategies, provides valid
data for making decisions about issues such as tenure and teaching assignments, and
identifies imcompetent teachers in need ofremediation or dismissal Saphier'sninth
finction of observation is to send a message of the value of teaching.
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McColskey and Egelson (1993) emphasize that current school reform efforts
require teachers to rethink the way they teach. They believe a formaive evaluation system
is essential for the changes to take place. Based on the formative systems they piloted in
three North Carolina school districts, they claim that similar systems benefit the district in
five major ways. The system encourages teacher self-evaluation and reflection, which in
tum leads to change. The teacher's professional growth is individualized according to
hisher interests. Teachers are treated as professionals, which positively affects teacher
morale and motivation. An increase in teacher colleiality occurs as a reslt of growth
initiatives Finally, the systemprovides the support teachers need as they expore new
instructional approaches.
Formative systems advocated by McColskey and Egelson (1993) differ from
smmarive systems in several aspects. The administration establishes the evaluation
criteria for a summative system, whereas the teachers themselves choose the criteria
against which they are evaluated in a formative system Smmrative classroom
observations are done by an administrator, while peers can conduct formative classroom
observations. The resulting evaluation report becomes pan of he teacher's personnel fle
in a summative system; this is not the case in a formative system Frthermore,
participarion in the formative system is totally voluntary, but participation in sunnative
evaluation is requiredRegardless of which evaluation system is employed, certain factors must be taken
into consideration. Evaluation systems vary in their validity, reliabiity, and discrimination
(Manatt and Kemis, 1997). A valid instrment uses carefilly chosea criteria that measure
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effectiveness The reliability ofatn iustrument means that results should be relatively
consistent over time and by different evaluators. A high-imference iAstruent which
requires a great deal of evaluator subjectiity loses much of its relability if used vithout
thorough evaluator training. A third desirable characteristii,discfitneiatior, measues the
sysremrs ability to distinguish levels of perfornance fromincompetence through
competence to excellence,
An evaluation instnnent generally bases its validity on cri.dia derived from
proven effective teaching behaviors and characteritics. Saphier (1993) lists ffteen
parameters ofteaching: 1) student engagement, 2) momentum, 3) teacher expectations for
students 4) teachersstudent relations, 5) discipline, 6) principles ofleaming, 7) clariy, 8)
use of space, 9) use of time, 10) classroom routines, 11) models ofteacbing, 12)
objectives, 13) evaluation, 14) learning experiences, and 15) oxganation of cuiculum
These parameters serve as an organizer for feedback from supervisor to teacher. For each
parameter, the observer can make a claim about the person's teaching, substantiate that
claim with evidence, interpret the evidence, and make a judgment about the effectiveness
of the behavior.
Danielson (1996) calls her organizer a "framework for teaching." Her framework
consists of four domains: planning and preparation, classroom environment, instrution,
and professional responsibilities. Each domain is subdivided into several more specific

componcets. Her twenty-two components correspond closely to Saphier's parameters.
Danielson proposes that the framework is usefil for experienced as well as beginning
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teachers. Without the structure it provides, she says, evaluation is based on the personal
beliefs of the observer and reduces the validity.
A four-year study in Texas (Tyson and Silverman, 1994) illustrates the difficulty in
achieving reliability and at the same time stimulating professional growth. Texas schools
use a statewide evalation instrument, the Texas Teacher Appraisal System (TTAS). The
instrument gives each teacher a numerical rating based on thirteen criteria in five domains
ofteaching: instructional strategies, classroom management, presentation, learning
environment, and professional growth and responsibilities. Tyson and Silverman
compared scores in one large district over four years from 1988 to 1992. They fund that
priary appraisers (in-house administrators) gave significantly higher scores than
secondary appraisers (administators from other buildings) and attributed that
phenomenon to a desire by primary appraisers to maintain a positive relationship. They
also noted an increase in scores from year to year, falsely indicatig growth in the quality
of teaching The instnument is used for a reward system, creating pressure to inflate
scores. From the second to third year, this increase did not occur, apparently due to
intense evaluator retraining prior to the third year ofthe study.
One has to question the reliability and discrimination of the Texas Teacher
Appraisal System and systems like it While achieving reliability and discmination are
difficult, the instruments no less have value. Gibney and Wiersma (1986) analyzed the
teaching competencies of student teachers at the University of Toledo using the highinference Teaching Performance Assessment Iostnmeat (TPAJ) and the low-infereuce
Classroom Observations Keyed for Effectiveness Research (COKER). Using both
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instruments, they compared the results of elementary, secondary, and special education
student teachers for forty-nine competencies within the domains of 1) plaming, materials,
and evaluation, 2) methodology, 3) communication skills, 4) learner reinforcement and
involvement, and 5) professional standards. Student teachers n special education program
scored significantly higher than the primary and secondary studeryn teachers. Gibney and
Wixisma interpret the results as an indication of the success ofthe special education
program and as a reflection of the variation in the nature ofteaching at different levels ani
subjects. Nevertheless, they fnd the TPAI and the COKER to be effective

comprehensive, and fairly objective instruments for evaluating student reachers.
Many educators have qnestioned the usefuness of current teacher appraisal
instruments, and changes are begining to occurt A sunmative System that meets a
districts needs for non-tenured and incompetent teachers most i-cely does not encoouage
professional growth in already proficient teachers and therefore becomes a relatively
useless, frustrating requiremeat. Depending on the restrictions of state regulations, some
districts are desigoig and implementing more effective formative evaluation systems.
MoColskey and Egelson (1993) describe dual-purpose systems in which summative
evaluations are conducted every few years and formative evaluations occur in other years
to promote professional development. In such a system, as long as a tenured teacher
remains above a level of basic competence, he/she is reviewed by peers for two years and
can focus on professional erowth Every third year, an administrator conducts a formal
observation to assure acceptable reaching quality. During the formative years. evaluation

can also include self-evaluation, videotaping, student and/or parent questionnaires,
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journals, and portfolios. The individual teacher decids the focus of the evaluation and the
multiple measures to be employed.
Other researchers report similar attempts. Manatt and Kemis (1997) refer to the
formative process as 360° feedback with everyone in contact with the teacher providing
data. Districts ia five states use this approach, and studies have show great
improvements in student achievement since its implementation.
Vann (1996), a principal in New York, experimented witx a voluntary alternative
assessment for his master teachers. He worked with four teachers from different grade
levels. Meetings between the teachers and him focused on the teacher's goal and time
frame for achievement, the rationale for the goal, the action plan, anticipated problems,
and methodology for the assessment of growth. Vann found the process to he much more
time-consuming than formal observations, but very rewarding and worthwhile.
Rooney (1993), a principal in Illinois who wanted to strengthen her role as an
instructional leader, attempted to work within the confines of the district-negotiated
evaluation system to make it more effective. She held a group pre-observation conference
with iterested, growth-oriented teachers. Peer teachers performed the actual 'Tormal"
observation, while the principal made frequent visits to those teachers' classrooms. She
also substituted in classrooms, allowing teachers to observe each other. The postobservation conference was again a group meeting where the teachers discussed progress
and problems. Rooney then held a finl individual conference with each teacher. Al
teachers involved were pleased with the process and elected to continue it. Rooney
observed that the peer coaching technique led to an increase in collegality, a newfouad
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respect for individual differences among teachers. and an increase in discussions about

reacbing and learning.
Nolan, Hawkes, and Francis (1993) believe that collegiality and professional
improvement can both be achieved within even stricter parameters of clinical supervision
To substantiate their beliefs, they offer six case studies of supervisors working with
individual teachers from various grade levels and subject areas and with varying amounts
of experience. An important feature of the studies is the use of multiple cycles of clinical
supervision (preconfetence, observation, and postconference) within a single school year.
The important difference is that the supervisor and teacher agreed upon the area of focus
for improvement or growth. Comparing the six studies, Nolan, Hawkes, and Francis
noted five factors which contributed to the success:

1)

the development of a coicegial relationship

2)

the amount of teacher control over the supervision process

3)

the continity of the process

4)

the use of focused, descriptve data as a basis for reflection, and

5)

the reflection required by both the supervisor and
postconferencing.

ispervisee during

Clinical supervision used in this way can be highly iastmtental in promoting teacher
growth.

According to a nationwide survey cited by Black (1993), teachers' unions are
taking an active role in encouraging districts to redesign the evaluation piocesss In
Elmira, New York, the teachers' union officials collaborated with district administration to
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produce a new evaluation system. Elsewhere, teachers are proactively involved in revising
evaluation systems.

Teacher contracts are requiring principals to hold pre-observation

confereaces, to review the actual forms to be used, to clarify the criteria against which
teachers will be evaluated, and to observe an entire lesson.
Teacher involvement seems to be the key needed in order For evaluation to
effectively lead to professional growth. Saphier (1993) recommends that an early step in
the evaluation revision process be the formation of a representative committee. The

committee identifies five to ten performance areas of teaching that the district values
From these areas, they develop more specific criteria of ffetive teaching. Root and
Overly (1990) also maintain that involving teachers in the development and revision
process is essential for fostering ownership, acceptance, and effective participation in
evaluation. When teachers and administrators agree on the process and the criteria used,
the resulting data can serve as an appropriate vehicle for analysis, conferencing, goal
setting, and growth (Conley and Dixon, 1990).
Based on the recommendations of research, and working within the constraints of
New Jersey state laws and of district contractual agreements, this tatem chose to involve
district teachers in a project piloting a process by which the MNllviLL Public Schools could
revise the instrument it uses for fonnal observations of teachers as par of the evaluation
system
Methodologv: Research Deesig
ia piloting the process by which the district could redevelop its observation
inusrment, the intern tested the process on a very small scale. She formed a committee of
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six teachers f:om various grade levels, subjects,and buildings tbIoughout the district. The
committee began by critiquing the district's current observation instrnment foX seven
characteristics. The members developed a list of criteria ofeffective teaching as a basis
for the new instrument it designed. The intern used the new instrament to observe
teachers and conduct post-observation conferences. The committee evaluated the new
iustrummt for the same seven characteristics as the current instrument, and the iJter
compared the numerical results.
MethodIlowg: Sampral
The intern formed a committee composed of six teachers fom various buildings,
grade levels, and subject areas. She selected teachers on the basis oftheir experience and
reputation as excellent teachers. She also made sure that the groun had both male and
female representation. Teacher A is a female first-grade bilingual teacher with a master's
degree and thirteen years' experience. Teacher R is a male teacher of basic skills for
grades two through five. He has earned a doctorate degree and has taught for nineteen
years. Teacher C teaches seventh grade language arts. She has completed a master's
degree and twenty-two years ofteaching. She has been a recipiet of the district Teacher
of the Year award. The fourth member, Teacher D, is a female eighth-grade social studies
teacher with a master's degree and twenty-seven years of experienrc.

The second male

member of the team is Teacher E, who teaches high school health and physical education.
He has a doctorate and nineteen years' experience. Lastly, Teacher F, female, teaches
high school Spanish. She previously taught in the district's bilinual program at the
elementary and middle school levels. This teacher has also been a Teacher of the Year
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recipient and has seventeen years' experieace. These six teachers were the only ones the
intern approached. She briefly explained the purpose of the project, and all six
volunteered to be a member of the observation revision pilot program.
Merhodologv:

Prcedusnre

Having formed the team, the intern chose several possible dates for an initial
meeting and contacted all six members. One date was acceptable to all, so the first
meeting was scheduled. The intern sent each member a notice of the meeting date, time,
and location and a pre-project questionnaire to be completed and srought to the meeting.
The meeting was held in a classroom with a laxge table and a blackboard. The
intern provided snacks and beverages. In spite of the efolxt to arrange a date convenient
to all, two of the members had to cancel. Acting as a facilitator, the intern again described
the purpose of the pilot project. She asked the team to critique the imsument currently
used by the district for observations. The members expressed their concerns for the lack
of consistency inherent in the instument and its failure to lead to professional growth.
They also discussed the advantages and disadvantages of cheeklists used in other districts.
The general consensus was against a checklist in spite of its tendency to be more
objective.
The intern then asked the committee to brainstorm characteristics of excellent
teachers that shmld be observable in any lesson. As the members named various
attributes, the facjlitator listed them on the board. The team continued by discussing each
attribute in length as to its importance to student performance and to the typical teaching
behaviors that demonstrate that quality. After combining some of the atributes, the group
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decided on a final list of thirteen criteia (see Appendix C) to gdde the observer during a
formal observation. The meeting lasted ninety minutes, and the team was very involved in

the process.
A second meeting was held to incorporate the selected cneria into a new
instrument and to establish procedures for the observation process The intern distributed
copies of forms found in EnhancinmaPofessionl Practice: A Framework for Teachin
(Danielson, 1996). The team discussed the usefilness of the instructional plan questions
(see Appendix C) as a pre-observation conference tool and the relection sheet (see
Appendix C) for use during the post-observation conference. The instactional plan asks
the teacher to write answers to ten questions about the nature of the class, the goals of the
lesson, the planned activities, needed materials, anticipated problems, and plans for
assessment. The team decided to use the form to replace the current Form A because it
asks fx much ofthe same information but requires more teacher reflection and offers
more opportunity for snpervisor-supervisee dialogue.
The group also elected to use the 'Reflection Sheet" (see Appendix C). The
observed teacher writes answers to four questions as he/she reflects on the lesson taught.
The questions address student engagement, accompishment of instructional goals, rasons
for any change in goals or plans, and ways to improve the lesson. The answers to the
quesdoas become a point of departure for dialogue during the post-observation
conference.
The intern collected teaching schedules from each team member in order to
arrange dates and time to observe their classes. She sent copies of the instructional plan
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and reflection sheet to each member. She contacted each inAviduxal to schedule a preobservation conference, observation, and post-observation conference. Because some of
the observations were to take place in buildings other than the interms home school, she
sent letters to the various principals to obtain their permission to observe one of the
teachers in their buildings.
Durng the pre-observation conference, the intern and observee again reviewed the
list of criteria which would be the focus of the observation. The intem asked pertinent
questions similax to those on the instructional plan, which the intem read before the actual
observation The day of the observation, the intern arived several minutes before the
lesson was scheduled to begin. She recorded teacher and student behaviors as they
occurred, focusing especially on the list of criteria. When the lesson was over, she
thanked the teacher and left. Soon aflerwards, the intern used her notes to compose a
narrative summary and write the observed evidence of each of the thirteen criteria of the
observation instrument (see Appendix C).
The intern attempted to schedule a post-observation conference within a week of
the observed class. Because of the differences in buildings and schedules, this was
sometimes very difficult. Before the conference, the intem prepared a short list of topics
for discussion, fghlighting areas of strength and areas for exploration or growth
The final step i the process was another team meeting held for the purpose of
analyzing the process and the value ofthe instrument they had designeLL The group easily
reached a consensus that the instrument needed no modifications. The intern thanked the
members for their volunteer participation and the time they had committed.
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Methodolog.: Mea urej
Project participants completed two instrumeats for the intern to use to evaluate
the
effectiveness ofthe project. The pre-project questionaire (see Appendix
C) asks
participants to rate the district's current observation instrument for seven characteristics:
1) objectivity, 2) reliability, 3) ease of use for the observer, 4) clarity ofexpectations,
5)
ability to provide teachers vwith valuable feedback, 6) coaduciveness to professional
growth, and 7) conduciveness to supervisor-supervisee dialogue. A five-point
Likert scale
was used to rate the characteristics from poor (I) to excellet (5). The post-project
questionnaire (see Appendix C) rates the team-designed observation instrnmet
using the

same seven criteria and the Same Liken scale. An additional open-ended question
asks
participants to write their reaction to being involved in the revision process. Results
from
the two questionnaires are compared to evaluate the usefilness of he new nstrument.
Project Evalustion Results
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the piloting of the observation instrument
revision process, the intern compared the results of the pre-project and post-project
questionnaires completed by the six members of the revision team. Using the project
fivepoint Likert scale questionnaire, the participants rated the observation instrument
the
district currently uses. The post-pioject questionnaire rated the observation instreut
as
revised by the team for the same seven criteria.
To compare the scores, the intern averaged the ratings of the six team members
for
each criteria and noted pre and post scores as follows:
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Pre

Post

Increase

1. Objectivity

1.33

3.33

+ 2.00

2. Reliability

2.00

3.67

+ 167

3. Ease of use of observer

3.50

4.00

+ 0.50

4. Clarity of expectations

1.33

4.33

+ 2.00

5. Ability to provide teacher with
valuable feedback

1.3

3.83

+2.00

6. Conduciveness to professional
growth

1.33

3,67

+ 1.34

7 Conducivenessto supervisorsupervisee dialogue

1.17

3.33

+ 1.16

All seven criteria showed an increase. The district's current instmnent received less than
saisfctory ratings for all criteria, except for ease of use. The revsed insarument earned
ratings of satisfctory or better for all seven citeria.
The post-project questiomnaire also incluled an open-ended question to gauge the
participants' reacion to being part of the revision process. The following comments were
recorded:
I'

enjoyed the process."

"leing involved in the process made me feel valued as a professionalt
"I like the instrument we came up with."
'" really enjoyed the meetings."
'The post-observation conference was usefil.

7
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"I ttik it's a good idea for the districti"
The remarks are all very positive.
Findings. Conclusions. and Future Study
Because the MlMville Public Schools have been using the same observation
instrument for about twenty years with little evahuator trailig and poor inter-rater
reliability, the intern conducted a pilot program to revise the instmment. The quantitative
results indicate that the revision team has created an instrument they judge to be at least
saisfactory compared to the current instrument which they judge as poor to less than
satisfatory. The new instrument clearly made gains in objectivity and reliability.
Expectations for teachers are cearer. Because the instrument can provide teachers with
valuable feedback, it is more conducive to pxofessional growth, a priority ofthe team. It
also provides better opportunities for collaborative dialogue between supervisor and
supervisee. The qualitative responses on the post-project questioraire reflect the team's
positive reaction to being involved in the revision process. Based on this data, the intern
judges the project to have been successfnL
This researcher recommends that the Millvhie School District consider following a
similar process for revising its evaluation system The current observation instrument
lacks objectivity and reliability and does little to encourage professional growth. In order
for supervision and evaluation to become more valuable, the distrit needs to develop a
new system. Based on the available literature and on the experienuc gained from this
project, it is imperative that teachers be an integral part of the revision process.
Participation in the process should represent a cross-section of all buildings, various grade
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levels, subject areas, and special programs. Whereas the intern hd-selected her
participants for the pilot program, participants for a full-scale project should be chosen by
the union.
Supervision and evaluation is a significant aspect of administration. In the current
era of school reform, it has a great potential for motivating change at the classroom level.
Educators at all levels need to take a close analytical look at how evaluation is conducted
to see if it is effective enough to encourage positive change and increase student
achievement.

Chapter 5
Technology
Prnhlem Statement
Over the years, technology i. the classroom has referred to a variety of different
machines. In the 1990', classroom tecmhology usually refers to the use of computers.
Whereas computers in the classroom a decade ago meant using Apple IIes for drill-andpractice exercises, today's classrooms are equipped with multuiueia Macintoshes and
PCs. By 1995, U. S. public schools had about six million computers. Elementary schools
alone had an average of sixty compters per school (Snyder, 1996). A great deal of
federal and state funds are being spent on computer technology for schools. However, the
expensive equipment too often is not used to its fullest potential to enhance student
learning (Bull, Nonis, and Becker, 1997).
As an Abbott district receivMhg large amounts of New ¢ersey funding, the Milille
Public Schools have steadily increased their acquisition of educational technology in recent
years. At Rieck Avenue School, the Buiding Planning Teampurchased multimedia
computers and printers for almost every classroom It also purchased a variety ofCDs for
use in these computers. The district periodically offers a variety of oomputer workshops
for its teachers; however, because the computer labs do not have CD-ROM capability,
there has never been a workshop on the use of CD-ROM. In spite ofthe staff
development available, many Rieck Avenue teachers do not utilize Iaeir classroom
computers to their greatest capability as an effective learning tooL By providing teachers
60
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with in-school training specifically on CD-ROM, this researcher sought to increase
classroom use of CD-ROM technology.
Review of the Literature
Most experts and researchers in the field of educational technology agee that
roday's computer has the potential of being a powerful instmuctotal tool Means and
Olson (1994) explain that when computers first entered the classroom decades ago, their
effectiveness did not last because their applications were limited, teng basically remedial
in nature, and were not aligned with curriculum The potential of today's computer
technology is much stronger because of its expanding capabilities and increasing

accessibility.
Much of the literature proposes that effective use of computer technology in the
cassroom complements and encourages educational reform efforts and thereby increases
student achievement. To respond to the needs of the workplace, today's schools must
prepare students to be able to access, manipulate, and communacate information while
thnlkiog critically and maling decsiouns Bitter et al. (1997) oudinlthe changing face of

the classroom learning environment The traditional classroom was passive, isolated, and
teacher-centered, relying on information delivery via a single medit, whereas today's
transformed classroom focuses on active, collaborative, student-centered learning using
multimedia stimulation and requiing ritial thinking and informed decision-makig.
When integrated into the curriculm, technology is the tool that can help transfomx
classroom astruction to meet the needs of today and tomorrow's workplace
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An extensive eight-year study, Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow [ACOT] (Dwyer,
1994), observed the effects of technology on seven classrooms ofvarying grade levels
across the nation. ACOT researchers observed three major ways in which technology acts
as a catalyst for the transformation away from the traditional classroom. First, technology
changes the nature of teacher-student and student-student interactions. The classroom is
now collaborative and cooperative rather than being pimarily a directorship with the
teacher providing direct instruction. A second result oftechnology is that it causes
teachers to question long-accepted concepts ofinstruction and learning. The study found
that the new approach requires teachers to work much harder and longer than before, but
their work is now rmch more satisfying Use oftechnology and new teaching strategies in
turn leads them naturally to team teaching with an interdisciplinary approach. With
students engaging in more cooperative learning, student attitudes toward learning and
toward themselves improved. Students assumed more leadership roles. Student
productivity increased, and achievement levels, as indicated by standardized test scores,
either improved or remained stable. One reason for this outcome may be the third factor
emphasized in the ACOT report. Technology offers significant opportunities for students
to work on higher-oxder cognitive tasks, thus preparing students fo the workplace.
Many educators enumerate the benefits oftechnology. Solomon (1993) compiles
the experiences of three different teachers. Tim Riser, a science teacher, used CD-ROM
and a scanner to enable his students to "discover" scientific concepts by observing and
manipulating real images and data. Another teacher, Caroline Embrey, observed that
students took more pride in fiished projects, and the projects were more creative, when
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tchnology in her
they used computers. A third teacher, Eileen Coppola, values computr ter
classroom because of its ability to create a positive classroom culure where students share
information and make interdisciplinary connections between concepts.
Other writers descnbe many of the same effects that computer technology has on
students. Computers increase student motivation (Lumley, 1991; McCarthy, 1989).
Students become empowered, proactive learners (McCarthy). The learning environment
created develops self-managed, self-directed lea

NOg
(November,

1996) Because

students are more motivated and are therefore more engaged in learning activities, student
misbehavior decreases (Dwyer, 1994; Lumley). Attendance improves (Dwyer).
Technology also has the ability to meet various student needs and learing styles.
Students develop at different rates, but all need high-level, high-iterest, and meaningful
learnng tasks (Peck and Dorricott, 1994). Computers especially appeal to visual learers,
and even poor readers can access information and learn from it (McCarthy) Technology
also offers a medium for artisti expression (Peek and Dorricott) to meet the needs of
kiueshetic learners.
Not only does technology in the classroom have a positive effect on students, it
also affects the role of teachers. With the increasing number of standards and curricular
demands for which teachers are accoontable, computer technology lends itself well to an
iinerdisciplinay approach, thereby providing teachers with an educationally-sound way to
accomplish so many goals (Mageau and ChionuKenney, 1994). Teachers can provide
students with opportunities for in-depth learning (McCarthy, 1989: Peck and
Dorricott, 1994), necessitating the use of higher-order thinking sdlls (Phillipo, 1989).
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Technology has the potential to increase the amount and level of students' thinking and
writing (Peck and Dorricott). Important research skills can be developed and encouraged
in a realistic context (Mageau and Chion-Kenney; McCarthy; Phifipo). PFillipo (1989)
highly recommends the introduction of the CD-ROM encyclopedia, through vhic the
students must analyze their particular research needs in order to choose key words to

narrow their search. As a result of such learning activities, teachers have an excleant
opportunity for authentic, criterion-referenced assessment (November, 1996), another
facet of school reform.
Of course, one of the most important jobs of education is to prepare students to be
productive citizens. Proficiency in technological skills will be invaluable for today's
students as they enter the workplace. Technology prepares students for the high-tech
workplace by developing their flemxbiity to meet new challenges (November, 1996). It
encourages students to become lifelong learners (Mageau and Chion-Kenney, 1994),
which, in a rapidly changing workplace, will be a survival skill Students must be able to
take advantage of available tools and resources to assess information, analyze complex
problems, engage in cooperative problem solving, and communnicate their conclusions
(McCarthy, 1989; Peck and Dorricott, 1994).
Computers in the classroom are obviously a beneficial leaming tool The
computers currently in classrooms cover a full range of capabilities. Multimedia
computers offer special advantages for today's students.. McCartiy (1989) defines
multimedia as "nothing less than the integration oftext, audio, gaphics, still image and

movmg pictures into a single, computer-controled, multimedia product" Multimedia
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computers usually include a drive for CD-ROM. CD-ROM is a 4.75 inch round disc with
read-only memory that digitally stores audio, textual, and graphic data that cannot be
altered (Phillipo, 1989). The discs are very durable, withstanding frequent handling. They

are capable of storing 550 megabytes of data. That capacity is the equivalent of 250 large
reference books (Phillipo, 1989). For instance, the twenty-one volumes of GrolierTs
Encvslovedia require only twenty percent of one CD's capacity. The cost is attractive
too. The average encyclopedia on CD costs less than one hundred dollars (Association of
Supervision and Curriculum Development [ASCD], 1996).
Are teachers ready to inplement the effective classroom computer technology that
is available to them? Some are; many are not. So what needs to be done? Staff
development must be the answer. Callister and D lnn
(1992) see "machines as tools,
valuable only when a human intelligence organizes their use in a productive way." They
observe that when teachers do not know how the tool works, fear the tool, or are unaware
of the potentially effective uses of the tool, it will be poorly used or not used at all
Butt, Nonis, and Becker (1997) identified the steps necessary for the effective
integration of technology into classroom instruction. A district or school must first
develop effective goals for its overall technology program Then it mnst provide staff with
adequate access to the desired technology. Technical support in te form ofongoing
maintenance and updated software must be available. Finally, a critical step is to provide
continuous instructional support Accoxding to a report by the Ollice of Technolog
Assessment [OTA] (Bull, Nonis, and Becker, 1997), teacher trainng in tecnology rarely
focuses on ways to integrate technology into the subject areas. Oten, training is rushed
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ad offers no follow-up support. Computer-literate peers can effectively provide this
needed support
An earlier OTA report (Fulton, 1988) identified factors which influence whether or
not a teacher adopts the technology afler inservicing. Training is more effective when it
includes hands-on sessions. Teachers also prefer classes taught by "credible sources."
tamely other teachers. The inservice must accommodate teacher' varying levels of
computer competence and confidence. Effectiveness also depends on helping the teachers
adapt the particular application to their specific subject areas or grade levels. Most of all,
teachers require time and support during the inservice and afterwards.
The Portland Public School Distict in Oregon offers such a program (Black and
Mishler, 1988). The technology inservices they provide develop when a district teacher

successflly tests a technological strategy in his/her classroom. That teacher shares the
sxategy with others through an inservice. West (1994) also emphasizes the value of peer
instruction and coachig. A district needs to utilize those teachers already integrating
computers into classroom instruction in order to encourage and stimnlate others to expand

their computer expertise and effective usage
Hurst (1994) has developed a technology inservice program in many schools. His
program involves devoting a small space within the school as a tecnmology training room,
where inservioe would be an ongoing occutreuce. The teachers he surveyed wanted a
nonthreatening environment in which to develop thei comaputer skills. When one teacher
instructed three or four fellow teachers and gave them hands-on pxactice and conmiued
guidance, teachers responded positively, and the trahiug was effective.
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Based on the evidence provided by the literature, this intern addressed the disuse
ofthe available CD-ROM capability at Rieck Avenue School by offering an after-school
inservice on effective CD-ROM instructional strategies
Methodology: Research Design
The technology project was designed to increase classroom use of CD-ROM
technology. The intern first did a needs assessment by surveying all Rieck Avenue School
teaching staff as to their current use of and comfort with CD-ROM technology. She then
organized an after-school CD-ROM inservice presented by a fellow Rieck Avenue School
teacher. The inservice was geared towards teachers in grades 3 to 7, To evaluate the
effectiveness of providing the iosevice, the intern designed a for-question survey to be
completed one month after the workshop. The intern reviewed the results of the postproject questionnaire completed by teachers who had attended the workshop to ascertain
whether their use of and comfort with CD-ROM technology had icreased.
Methodology: Sampling
The intern limited the project to the twenty-eight academic classroom teachers in
kindergarten through seventh grade. Following the needs assessment, she further limited
the focus to third through seventh grade. Four teachers, representing third, ef, sixth
grade language arts, and seventh grade geography, attended the workshop. The teachers
were at vaTious COmfort levels with computer use, Only workshop attendees were asked
to complete a post-project questionnaire wbich evaluated the increase in classroom

integration of CD-ROM technology.
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Methodology: Procedures
After reviewing literature on the benefits of integrating compuer technology and
on the attributes of effective staf development for technology, tis researcher began
preparations for a CD-ROM imservice at Rieck Avenue School. She first assessed the
availabiity of CD-ROM technology and the teaching staffs current classroomuse of CDKOM software by sending ont a questionnaire (see Appendix D) to all acadeeic area
classroom teachers in kindergarten through seventh grades. The survey asked teachers if
their classrooms have at least one computer wth a CD-ROM drve, ifthey have personaly
used CD-ROM technology, if their students have used CD-ROM in their classrooms, and
if they have integrated CD-ROM jito their instruction An additional form (see Appendix
D) asked teachers to list any CD-ROMs they had in their classrooms. The intercomrpiled
the individual lists into a building CD-ROM inventory.
The next step was to find a presenter for a CD-ROM workshop. This writer
approached a Rieck Avenue teacher who frequently uses her classrnom computers as
instructional tools and who is very familiar with available CD-ROM programs. She was
very willing to provide a workshop. The presenter and the intern met to decide on what
approach to take and when to offer the workshop. Based on the teacher survey, they
chose to gear the workshop towards teachers in grades three through seven. The nature
of the workshop would be hands-on. The content would focus on various reference
materials such as CD-ROM encyclopedias that were already part of the school's
inventory.
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Next, a tentative date and length of time for an after-school workshop were
chosel. The principal checked the master calendar and approved the date, adding it to the
calendar. Advertising was another important step in the process. A flie (see Appendix
D) was created on the computer, xeroxed, and distributed to all teachers' mailboxes two

weeks prior to the workshop. A brief reminder appeared in the weekly bullethn the week
prior to and the week of te scheduled workshop.
Ia anticipation of the workshop, the inventory was compiled to hand out to

workshop participants. The inventory listed all CD-ROMs in the school building the
appropriate grade level for each, and the location from which teachers can borrow them.
After the workshop, inventory copies were available in the office and the libary for other
interested teachers.
The day of the workshop the intern, working as a fachitator for the presenter,
moved five multimedia computers from various classrooms into the library and set them
up. As participants entered the workshop site, they picked up and completed a preworkshop survey (see Appendix D), a Likert-scale response to five statements about
computer use and one question about computer workshops.
The workshop lasted one hour. The presenter demcnosrated the proper way to
install the discs She used topics ofinterest to the paricipants to illstrate the kinds of
information the discs contain and how to access it After a brief introduction to each of
the five different CDs, the presenter gave the participants a signifioant amount of hands-on
practice, guiding them as they experimented with the use of the various CDs. At the
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conclusion of the workshop, participants completed a workshop evaluation form this
intern designed in order to provide feedback to the presenter.
One month afler the workshop, the intern asked the particpants to complete a
follow-u questionnaire with four Likert-scale questions (see Appsdix D). The questions
measure the teachers' new comfort and use levels of the CD-ROM technology.
The intern also investigated the quality, usefilness, and appropriateness ofCDROMs currently on the market. ASCD's OnJvhe BeRst: Th.e Annul Guide to the
Hlghest-Rated Educational SofwaTec and Multimedia (Feix, 1996) and The 1995-96
Teclmoloev and Learnine Software Awads (MoLester, 1995) offered insightful reviews
of highly-recommended CD-ROMs for classroom use. The intern had originally planned
to recommend CD-ROMs for purchase by the Building Planning Teamr

However, during

the year, the central administration changed the way special Abbott distict monies would
be handled, so that the following year funds would not be available to purchase CDROMs
Methodologyv

Measures

A post-workshop questionnaire (see Appendix D) asked workshop participants to
assess their classroom use of CD-ROM technology one month after the workshop. Using
a five-point Liker scale, ranging from i-Not at allto 5-Frequently, the targeted staff
members responded to the foliowing statements:
1.

Sice attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have used CD-ROM to obtain
information for lessons.

2.

Since attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have integrated CD-ROM into
some of my lessons.
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3.

Since attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have given my students
opportuities to use CD-ROM to obtain infonmalon.

4.

I feel I need more inservice i the use of CD-ROM.

The intern used the results from this questionnaire to assess the effectiveness of the
workshop presentation.
Prmectf

aluation Resis
Through this project the intern sought to increase the use of CD-ROM technology

as an instrctional tool in the Rieck Avenue School classrooms. ih evaluating the
effectiveness of the project, she used four different teacher questidnnaires.
The initial questionnaire was given to al academic classroom teachers. Those
completing the questionnaire answered yes or no to the following statements:
Z)

My classroom has at least one computer with a CD-ROM drive.

2)

I have personally used CD-ROM technology.

3)

My students have used CD-ROM technology in my classroom

4)

I have integated CI-ROM technology into my instuction.

Twenty-five out oftwenty-eight teachers retuned the questionnaire, Al twenty-five
responded affrmatively to the first statement, indicating that they dl have easy access to a
multimedia computer. The researcher knows that, in act, all academic classrooms have at
least one such computer. To the second statement, which addressed personal use of CDROM eleven responded that they had used CD-ROM, whereas fifteen, or sity prerent of
the respondents, had never used that technology. Nine out of the iwenty-ive teachers, or
approximately one third had had students using CD-ROM in their classrooms, according
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to the results of the third statement. On the finai question, only two out of twenty-five felt
that they were integrating CD-ROM technology into instruction. One of the two '"es"
respondents was the teacher chosen to be the workshop presenter
Four teachers came to the workshop. One was a third gade teacher, one was
from fifth grade, another teaches sixth grade language arts, and the fourth teacher is from
seventh grade geography. They each completed a pre-workshop questionnaire. Two of
the teachers had previously used CD-ROM technology on a home computer. One of the
teachers had used CD-ROM on her classroom computer for instrmction but not for her
own information. She was somewhat comfortable using the teclnology; the rest were not,
However, all four teachers were at least somewhat comfortable using pre-installed
programs on their computers, circling 3s and 4s on the 5-point Likzrt scale. All four of
them had also attended other computer workshops.
At the end of the workshop, the four attendees completed

five-point Likert scale

evaluation of the workshop for the appropriateness ofmaterials. the clarity of the
presentation, the usefulness of the information, the length of the workshop, and the
usefulness of the handouts. All four participants gave the workshop five 5, indicating the
excellence of the workshop.
After a one-month time frame in which the participants could have attempted to
include CD-ROM technology in their instruction, the inter gave another questionnaire to
the four teachers. They again responded to statements using a five-point Likert scale, with

five being the best. The four sentences read:
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1)

Since attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have used CD-ROM to obtain
information for lessons,

2)

Since attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have irtegrated CD-ROM into
some of my lessons.

3)

Since attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have given my students
Opportunities to use CD-ROM to obtain informationm

4)

I feel I need mote insericing on the use of CD-RCOM

The results were as follows:
Responses

Satemen

1

2

a

4

5

1

4

0

0

0

0

2

3

1

0

0

0

3

2

2

0

0

0

4

0

1

2

0

1

The most significait response was to statement three, concernig students using CDROM. Two out of the four teachers indicated that they had indeed provided opportmities
for thei students to use the CD-ROM. One of those two teachers felt she ha used

the

technology to the extent that it was integrated into her teaching unit. The most varied
response came from the fourth statement, regarding the need for moe inservicing. To
various extents, they all fel some need or desire for follow-up trahiag.
ladmins. Conclusions: ad Future Study
Because of the large amount of money spent to equip all Rieck Avenue School
academic classrooms with mutimedia contLters, and because classroom teachers were
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not using those computers to their fllest potential this intern chose to provide an inhouse workshop on instructional uses of CD-ROM for teachers in grades three to seven.
Based on the pre- and post-project questionnaires, the intern judges the project as
somewhat successful
The initial questionnaire illustrated the general lack of the Rieck Avenue staff's
knowledge about and/or comfort level with CD-ROM technology. Research indicates that
once a school makes the technology easily accessible, traiming is ofthe utmost imponance.
Furthermore, training provided in small groups by a faiiia colleague is one of the most
effective techniques. The workshop for this project followed these guidelines, and those
factors probably contributed to its suceess.
The workshop was geared towards third to seventh grade and focused on CDROM as a research tool The CD-ROMs in the school's inventory for the primary level
are mostly interactive storybooks and are relatively simple to use. Several of the primary
teachers were already using them The need seemed much greater at the intermediate
level. Limiting the scope and level of the workshop, the intern beleves, was another

coutnibuting factor to the relative success of the workshop.
Attendance at the workshop was both disappointing and beneficial The targeted
teachers numbered twenty-eight, and only four, or fourteen percent, attended the

workshop. The Rieck Avenue School staffis an aging staffand is somewhat resistant to
new ideas. After-school activities and family commitments also occupy many staff
members who would otherwise be interested in learning more about technology
However, the small number of attendees contributed to the effectiveness of the workshop.
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The content was easily individualized. In addition, the small numbe allowed the
maximum hands-on opportunities. The results of the workshop realuation clearly
indicated the participants' satisfaction.
The feedback received from the post-workshop questionnfxc suggests that the
workshop did have an effect on the use of CD-ROM. As with many educational changes,
the seed can be planted, but depending on the recipient of the seed, it varies in the amount
of time it takes to germinate and grow. This reality de6nitely applies to technology.
Teachers are at many different comfort levels and degrees of understandng when it comes
to computer technology. The four CD-ROM workshop attendees were all at different
levels of acceptance and readiness to experiment and grow in computer use. The fact that
they volunteered theirtime to participate in the workshop in itself implies a certain degree
of readiness and curiosity. Hence, their degree of experimentation and usage afer the
workshop would also vary, which accounts for the differences in responses Two of the
teachers, one month after the workshop, had not yet implemented what they had learned.
Another teacher had her students use a CD-ROM encyclopedia to help them draw flags of
different countries as part of projects about those countries. Again, the comfort level of
the teacher is critical for implementation For this reason, the intern is confident that the

workshop had a positive effect on all four participants; however, the effect may not be
apparent for some time. The key to integrating technology across the curriculum is to
continue offering periodic small group workshops, while depending upon the slow but
contagious spread of technological strategies from one teacher to his/her peers.

Chapter 6
Change - Cross-age Tutoring
Problem Statement

All of the students in the bilingualprogram at Rieck Avenue School qualify as "atrisk" students because of a variety of characterisics, in addition to being liaited English
proficient. These students lag behind their peers academically, socially, and
psychologically. Many ofthem suffer from low self-esteem and poor attitudes toward
academic success. This need in large part became the rationale in 1992 for implementing
a
summer enrichment program for bilingual students havig just completed grades K
through 5. Still seeing needs to address, this researcher chose cross-age tutotng as a
firther strategy for meeting the academic, social, and psychological needs of the K-5
students enrolled in the bilingual summier enrichment program for the summer of 1996.

Revjew of the Litoratnue
Many researchers agree that cross-age tutoring is an effectiv teaching strategy.
Although this strategy has received a lot of attention in the past decade, it is hardly a new
concept. Rekrut (1994) credits Joseph Lancaster with establishing in the 9th centory
monitorial schools in which older students were responsible for teaching younger children.
Various frms of cross-age tutoring continued, but Reknit (1994) suggests that tightened
budgets i the 1980's led schools to investigate cross-age tutoring as a cost-effective
instructional strategy. The reulting studies indicate how this method results in academic,
social, and psychological benefits for the tutors and their younger titees,
76
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A study by EKingner and Vaughn (1996) compared the effects of cooperative peer
grouping versus cross-age tutoring in regards to the readiag cormrehension of English as
a Second Language students who are also learning disabled. The goal was for students to

increase their use of four reading strategies: prediction, summarizntion, question
generation and clarification. While both groups, eighth graders working cooperatively
with other eighth graders and eighth graders tutoring sixth graders, made considerable
gains accordiag to comprehension test results, the studeats involved in cross-age tutoring
showed signiicantly greater improvement.
Henriques (1992) targeted younger students for her eross-age tutoring study to
cicrease emergent literacy skills ofat-risk kindergarten students. 'ointing to print-poor
home environments as one probable cause of delayed literacy development she identified
nine kindergarten students as at-risk and sought to increase their letter recognition, book
awareness sidlls, pre-reading strategies, and pre-writing strategies by ffty percent. The
children were paired with carefully chosen ith and sith graders. 'or the seven children
who completed the three month tutoring program, increases in letter recognition ranged

from 71 to 340 percent. They showed similar improvement in the other three areas The
ESL student showed the greatest gains. Two of the students with the lowest increases
were efterred for Child Study Team evaluation. The otherfive, contends Henriques
(1992), no longer are considered at-risk.
Not all cross-age tutoring attempts are limited to a select few children. In
response to the recognition that students in their predominately white, upper middle class
elementary school were not choosing reading as a leisure time activity, Krug and
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Fordonski (1998) randomly matched one-to-one a kindergarten crass with a forth grade
class to increase recreational reading habits. Each student pair, a iburth grade turor and a
kindergarten tutee weekly chose a book from te libary. The fourth grader practiced

reading the book in preparation for reading it aloud and helping his/her tutee to read it
during the tutoring session At the conclusion of the study, the fourth graders assessed
themselves as being better readers. Fourth grade teachers observed a quantitative increase
in recreational reading. The kindergarten students showed a large increase in relating
prior knowledge to literature. Every participant had acquired that skill by the end of the
study. A parent survey revealed the greatest significant change. ik the spring ninety
percent of the parents reported that their children preferred reading to playing games, an
increase of thirty-four percent over fall statistics.
Possible explanations for academic improvement are varied. Some researchers
propose that, because the tutors are close in age to the tutees, they can sometimes

connuimcate more effectively than teachers (HeIiques, 1992; Ganstad, 1993). In
addition, the tutoring situation allows maximum student participation as opposed to full
classroom instruction (Klingner and Vaughn, 1996). Henriques (1992) reports a positive

transfer of a desire to participate to the regulr
¢larssroominstruction. Time on task is
excellent, and active learning occurs (Henriques, 1992, Klingner and Vaughn, 1996).
Tutors benefit from the reinforcing review of material that is necessary prior to tutoring
sessions (Gaustad, 1993). Their interactions with younger students develop their owri
communication and higher-order thinking skills. A sixth grade science teacher, who pails
her students with first graders, claims that the greatest academic gains occur in her lower
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ability level students (Smith and Burrichter, 1993). Gaustad (1993) believes that lowachieving students are more patient and thms more effective as tutors, because they
empatize with their tutees. Regardless of the reasons, it is clear from these studies that
cross-age tutoring leads to student achievement.
While many of cross-age tutoring programs strive to increase literacy or other
academic skills, some programs focus on social and/or psychological aspects as well. In a
self-contained school for children with behavioral disorders, CochTan et. a (1993) paired
four low-achieving fifh grade African American boys with four low-achieving second
grade African American boys. Although the tutoring program they implemented involved
reading skills, the goals also stressed increasing studets' scores on a social skills rating
system completed by teachers and the students themselves. At the conclusion of the
program the experimenters compared the assessment results with t.hose of a control group
of similar students who did not participate in tutoring While the experimental group did
not perceive themselves as having improved their social skills, teacher ratings indicated an
increase in desirable behaviors as well as increases in sight word recognition
Many researchers agree that cross-age tutoring has great psychological benefts,
wiether or not they were a goal of the particular study. Increased self-esteem is the
desirable outcome reported most often From personal experience nd a review of
literature, Hall et. aL (1994) list probable causes for low self-esteem in at-risk students. In

general, at-risk children come from low income families, have little parental support, lack
sef-control, responsibility, and goal setting, rarely engage in extra-ruricular activities,
and have different behavior and academic expectations and values

ftan

their teachers and
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the school Low self-esteem often translates into academic difficUlties which m tur
firther ower the child's self-esteemn

Cross-age tutoring often breaks the cycle.

Urzua (1995) observes a related benefit in her crossage tutoring program At her
elementary school in California, where many students' native languages are other than
English, the Literacy Club pairs Rapid Readers and younger Little Readers whose native
language is the same. Although the focus is on developing English literacy skills, tutors
and tutees employed their native language to discuss concepts. As a result, their attitudes

towards biliugualism are more positive, even in absence of a bilingnal classroom or
teacher.
As with any educational iitiative, thoughtful planning is essential for program
success. Educators implementing cross-age tutoring programs stress the importance of
training for tutors. Programs differ as to the form the training takes and to the Content of
the training. Rekrut (1994) recommends tutors receive training in three areas:
interpersonal skills to know how to deal with younger chldren, management skills to help
the sessions run smoothly, and content skills to know on what academic skils and
knowledge to focus. Smith and Burrichter (1993) offer two 45-minute sessions prior to
starting the tutoriag program in science Prospective tutors are reminded of their roes
and the roles of their tutees and are advised about the typical characteristics and indidual
differences of the yomger students. They also receive training

the learning cycle of

exploration, concept formation, and application that guides their lessons. Finaly, role

playing prepares them for their initial tutoring session. The training session for a fourth
grade - first grade math tutoring program (Eggers, 1995) offers the 'pause, prompt, and

SI

praise" approach to remind tutors to pause to give the tutees time to respond, prompt
them to come up with the answer themselves and praise them to give positive
reinforcement and keep them on task. Other researchers trained tutors in teaching skills
but also made tutors well aware of the reading strategies that were the goals of the
program Henriques (1992) taught tutors how to use the 4MAT System as applied to

reading and reacting to reading In order to monitor tutors throughout the process, she
asked tutors to keep ajournal and responded to those needing assistance. She also
offe.ed a second training session halfway through the program. Boland-Willms (1991), i

a program designed to increase reading motivation, also had tutors keep a log, but she met
with the tutors every two weeks during the program and provided extra training as
needed. The amount and type oftrainig required may depend on

e age of the tutors,

the goals of the program, and the content involved.
Clearly, cross-age tutoring programs in which older students are paired with
younger students are a viable and effective instrotional strategy. Requiring no additional
personnel or materials, they are very cost-effective. Programs have been implemented at
all different grades levels, but generally the difference between tato and tutee is two to
four grade levels. Tutors can be of any ability level aod may beneft more from the
experience if they are of a lower level. Many programs target reading activities, but
programs have also been developed in math and science. In addition to academics, some
programs aim to improve social and psychological skills. Both tutors and trtees tend to
reap psychological benefits from their interactions in such progams.
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On the basis of the encouragng literature and considering the at-risk
characteristics of the bilingual students at Rieck Avenue School, tis researcher has
chosen to develop and implement cross-age tutoring for the Sunner Enrichment Program
of 1996.
Methodology: Research Design
In order to address the academic, social, and psychological needs of the bilingual
K-5 students ofthe Millville Public Schools, this intern implemented cross-age tutoring
during the Summer Enrichment Program at Rieck Avenue School in 1996. She and her
teaching staff paired two classes of older students with two classes ofyounger students,
matching the students ne-to-one. The intern observed the teachers ofthose classes as
they provided the students with a variety of cross-age learning actMties periodically
thronghout the five-week summer program To measure the perceived effects of the
cross-age tutoring program, the intern developed three separate post-project
questionnaires, one for tutors, another for tutees, and a third for the eight staff members.
The three-point Likert scale questionnaires addressed the academic, social, psychological
beneits of the cross-age tutoring strategy. The teachers and students completed the
questionnaire the last day of the summer program, and the intern analyzed the results
Methodology: Sampling
The Summer Enrichment Program conducted annually since 1992 at Rieck Avenue
School is open to all students who were enrolled in the K-5 bilingual classes during the
school year. The students were divided into classes of relatively equal numbers and older
classes paired with younger classes. The results ofthis project can be generalized to any
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grade K-5 bilingual students. The studets in this study all speak Spanish as their native
language but vary in their level of English proficiency. They are predominately of Puexto
Rican heritage. All are considered "at risk".
Methodology Procedures
The supervisor of the ilingual/ESL department in the Millville Public Schools
hired one head teacher, four bilingual classroom teachers, and four instructional aides for
the 1996 Summer Enrichment Program at Rieck Avenue. Once the positions were
announced, this researcher, serving as the head teacher, convened a meeting of the foun
teachers to discuss possible themes to guide instrction, answer any questions, and
introduce the concept of cross-age tutoring. The convener explained cross-tutoring and
highlighted many of the advantages purported in the literatare, including increase in selfesteem, increase in reading enjoyment, increase in cooperative skills, and a decrease in
discipline problems. Various formats of crossage tutoring waee discussed, and the
teachers agreed that two classes would be paired, then the teachers of those two classes
would each take half of the pairs to her classroom. The frequency and the type of activity
of the tutoring sessions would be the choices of the teachers invohled in order to maximize
their comfort level and to take advantage of each teacher's areas of strengtl.

The

researcher assured the teachers that she was available at any time during the program to
discuss ideas and resolve difficulties resulting from the implementation
Once the enrollment was complete, the researcher examined the list of students by
grade level just completed Because the numbers of students per grade level were very
dissimilar, and because six grade levels had to be covered by only four teachers, she
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divided the students into four relatively equal groups A through D, combining students

from adjacent grade levels. Class A had 14 kindergarten children, B had 14 from
kindergarten and pre-first, C had 15 first and second graders, and D had 13 from third
through fifth grades. Having class members match exactly was not crucial, because
attendance varies during the summer program. In the event of uneven numbers of
students during a tutoring session, a tutor or tutee could double up, so that every student
could participate.
The four teachers were assigned to the groups, and each received enrollment lists
ofhe

udsdthestudents
and the dents with which he group would be paired. Classes A and C

were paired together, as were classes B and D, students in C and D serving as tutors, and
those in A and B as tutees. t was the teachers' responsibility to make the pairings based
on gender and personality.
The researcher then convened another meeting at the end of the second day of the
Summer Program. The teachers had an opportunity to discuss any oncerns they had

about implementing the cross-age tutoring They decided their goal was to schedule
tutoring sessions approximately once a week The researcher also reviewed the scheduled
field trips and encouraged the teachers to extend the tutor-trtee reationship to a buddy
system or the trips.

When the teachers planned a tutoring session, they informed the researcher She
then arranged to be present in the appropriate classrooms to observe the interactions,
looking for the reactions of the children to the experience. She alsi observed the children
on the various field trips.
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Methodoloev: Measures
Duing the filh and last week of the Summer Enrichment Program. the researcher
distribued a three-point Liket scale questionnaire (see Appendix:E) to all students,
teachers, and instmctional aides. The staffresponded to the accutacy of eight statements
as being "very true," "somewhat true," or "not very true" The statements were as listed:
1.

In general my students benefited from working in a cross-age tutoring
situation

2.

The older students increased their self-esteem by helping younger
students.

3.

The older students increased their self-confidence by helping younger
students.

4.

The younger students improved their self-concept by having the individual
attention of any older student

5.

Few conflicts and discipline problems occurred 'whe. the children were
working in the crosseage tutoring situation

6.

A lot of learning took place in the cross-age tutomrig situation.

7.

I would like to use cross-age tutoring again.

8.

I would like to See cross-age tutoring more filly incarporated into next
yea'fs summer enrichment program

The student questionnaires also employed a three-point Likert scale. The older students
rated statements about the program in general and about their feelings towards the crossage tutoring using the same tdlee options as the staff questionnaire. They responded to1.

I liked the summer program.

2.

I learned something new in the program

3.

I had fun learning.
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4.

I feel good about myselfbecause I helped a younger student learn.

5.

1 liked helping a younger student

6.

I would have liked to spend more time working with my partner.

7.

I feel more confident now about my own abilities.

8.

I want to come to the summer program next yeai.

The younger students responded by coloring one of three faces, happy, sad, or neutral, for
each statement. The statements were read by the teacher, and students had time to
respond to each one. Many of their statements were similar to the older students'
questionaaie. Their sentences were:
I

I liked the summer program.

2.

I learned something new during the summer program

3.

I had fnt learing.

4.

I feel special because I worked with any older student.

5.

My partme helped me learn new things.

6.

We should spend more time working with our parters.

7.

I want to come to the summer program next year.

This researcher collected and tabulated all of the questionnaires to evaluate the effects of
the cross-age tutoring on the academic, social, and psychological aspects of the bilingual
students. Results were shared with the teachers mvolved.
Proiect Evaluation Results
The cross-age tutoring program was implemented during the 1996 Summer
Emrichment Program for the purpose of meeting academic, social, and psychological needs
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of the at-nsk bilingual students in grades K to 5 at Rieck Aveuue School The program
was speoifically designed to increase self-esteem, self-confidence, and positive attitudes
towards learning, and to reduce behavior problems.
hi order to ascertain the success of the program towards these goals, the
researcher Created three different questionnaires - one for older stdents serving as tutors,
one for younger students, the tntees, and one for staff The numbers ofquestionnaires
returned were
Group A
Group B

12
8

Group C
Group D

11
12

Staff

S

Each questionnaire contained items designed to assess self-esteem, self-conidence,
attitude towards learning, and overall acceptane of the cross-age tutoring concept. Only
the staff questionnare addressed behavior The numerical results of the three
questionnaires appear in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
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Table 1
Tutors' Reactionto Cross-ae Tutring Project
t - 23 (Groups C and D)

3 Very true

2 Somewhat true

I Not very true
3

2

1

1.

I liked the summer program.

22

1

0

2.

I learned sometbig new in the program

23

0

0

3

I had fim learning.

22

1

0

4.

I feel good about myselfbecause I helped a younger

1S

3

2

student leamn
5.

I liked helping a younger student.

22

6.

I would have lked to spend more time working with
my partner.

22

I feel more confident now about my own abiliies.

22

I want to come to the summer program next year

22

8.
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Table 2
Tutees, Reaction to Crotsage Tutoril Project
n - 20 (Groups A and B)
3 Very true

2 Somewhat true

Not very tue
3

2

1

1.

I liked the summer program.

20

0

0

2.

i learned somethiag new during the summer program

19

1

0

3.

I had fin leaming.

17

3

0

4.

I feel special hecause I worked with an older student.

20

0

0

My partner helped me learn new things

20

0

0

6

We should spend more time working with our parters.

16

0

4

I
7.

I want to come to the summer program next year.

19

1

0
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Table 3

Staff Reaction to Cross-ae Tutorin

Projec

n = 9:
3

2

1

I

TI general, my students benefited from working in a

7

1

0

2.

The older students increased their self-esteem by
helping younger students.

6

2

0

3.

The older students increased their self-confidence
by helping younger students.

j3

5

0

4.

The younger students improved their self-concept
by having the individual attention of an older student.

4

4

0

5.

Few conflicts and discipline problems occurred when the
children were worldng in the cross-age tutoring situation.

2

3

3

6.

A lot of learing took place in the cross-age tutoring
situation.

6

2

7.

1 would like to teach using cross-age tutoring again

7

1

0

7

1

0

8.

I would like to see cross-age tutoring fully incorporated
into next year's summer enrichment program
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Several statements dealt with the participants' general ieastion to the Summer
Enrichment Program and the cross-age tutoring strategy. Both younger and older
students reacted positively to 'I liked the summer program," with forty-two responding
"very true" and only one answering "somewhat true." Similarly, forty-one tutors and
tutees selected "very true" in response to "I want to come to the summer program next
year," while one tutee chose "somewhat true' and one tutor Cnot very trume

Of cose,

these statements concerned the entire summer program, not just the cross-age tutoring
Component.

Other items more specifioally requited a reaction to the pairing activities. Sixteen
trees thought they "should spend more time working with [their] partners." Four
students from Group A did not share those feelings, responding 'cot verytrue." Twentytwo of the twenty-three tutors considered it "very true" that they 'would have liked to
spend more time working with [their] partners," with only one tutcr tempering the
response to "somewhat true." While paired groups A and C showed at least three-fourths
of the students would have liked more time spent i paired ativties, groups B and D
overwhelmirgly responded positively to the experience, with 100% choosing "very true."
Teachers and aides also reacted to general statements indicating their overall
opinion of the tutoring strategy. Seven of the eight staff members "would like to use
cross-age tutoxing again" and "would like to see cross-age tutoring more fully
incorporated into next year's summer enrichment program"' The other staffmember
responded "somewhat true" to both statements. With only one of the eight staffmembers
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having some reservations about the tutoring program aflex its brief five-week
implementation, this researcher interprets these results as encouraging.
With regards to the academic learning that occured dining the tutoring sessions,
the staff was somewhat less positive when they responded to "A lot of learing took place
in the cross-age tutoring progrant" Six of them responded "vey true," and two chose
"somelhat trne." Both younger and older students reacted to 'I iearned something new
during the summer program" and "1 had fan learning." Al but one student, a rtee,
responded 'very true to the fist statement. The second statement netted thirty-nine
"very true" and four "somewhat true" responses. While both of these statements did not
specifically address the cross-age tutoring component, another one fbr only the younger
students did, AB twenty tttees considered it "very true" that their "partner helped [thmn]
learn new things." The reaction to these statements indicates a strongly positive attitude
towards the academic learning environment of the Summer Enrichment Program aided by
the cross-age tutoring component.
Four statements addressed self-esteem. AD twenty tutees 'fel special because
[they] worked with an older student." Tutors had a more varied response to '1 feel good
about myself because I helped a younger student learn." Eighteen said '"very true," three
"somewhat true," and two "not very true." The stai; reaction to "The older students
increased their self-esteem by helping younger students" was six for "very rue" and two
"somewhat true." Concerning the younger students' improvement in "self-concept by
having the individual attention of an older student," the staffwas equally divided between
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"very true" and "somewhat true." These results underline the discrepancy between the
children's self-assessment and the adults' assessment oftheir feeFigs.
Other statements measured increased self-confidence. To '1 feel more confident
now about my own abilities," twenty-two tutors

l1t it was "very true," and one responded

only "somewhat true." Staff again was unsure of the impact the cross-age tutoring
program had on students. The statement, 'he

older students increased their self-

confidence by helping younger students," netted three '"ery true" and five "somewhat
true" responses.

The only negative results appeared on the tally of the staquestionnaire forthe
statement addressing the issue of negative behavior, 'Few conflicts and discipline
problems occurred when the children were worling in the cross-age tutoring situation."
Only two staff members responded "very true," whle three responded "somewhat true,"
and three others answered "not very true."
All of the results from the three surveys provide an overal pictuxe of the effects of
the cross-age tutoring program implemented during the 1996 Bilingual Summer

Enrichment Program.
Findings. Conusions5, and Funre t$Id

The objectives for implemleting cross-age mtoring during the Bilingual Summer
Enrichment Program were 1) to improve attitudes toward aoademic learning, 2) to
decrease negative behavioxs, and 3) to increase students' self-esteem and self-confidence.

The findings based on student and staff questionnaires reveal that the tutoring project was
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firly sucessful in working towards meeting the academic, social, and psychological needs
of a at-risk population.
Questionnaire responses definitely demonstrate that the students are aware of and
enjoy the learning that occurs during the summer progra

Although it was difficult to

separate the cross-age activities from other learning activities, this researcher deduces that
the oross-age tutoring played at least a partial role in developing the positive attitude
toward learning.
The effort to decrease negative behaviors and improve soial skills may not have
been as successful. Staff reactions to the statement about conflicts and discipline problems
were disappointing weighted on the negative side. However, from the researcher's
observations, the children appeared to be on task and working cooperatively. Especially
on field trips, the older students assumed responsibity for their younger partners, sat with
them on the bus, and thus avoided some opportunities for negative and disruptive
behavior.
The third goal - increasing self-esteem and sef-confidenoe - was clearly a
beneficial outcome ofthe cross-age tuto0ing program Student responses to the
questionnaire statements dealing with these psychological qualities relect their awareness
of their own level of self-esteem and self-cofidence. Building positive self-esteem and
self-confidence is a long process and cannot be aocomplished in a short period of time.
However, the children eem to feel that the experience increased these positive feelings
about themselves.
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While the results for the three objectives are highly positive, this Yesearcher's
reaction to the program is not one of complete satisfaction. She is still filly committed to
cross-age tutoring as a successful strategy to be used for at-risk students, including those
who are imited Englsh proficient. However, she anticipates better results and increased
staff commitment if the project were implemented during the school year. The five week
summer program has too many constraints. There is too little planning time between
hiring and the first day of the summer program The actual attendance time is only two
and a half hours per day, five days a week, and jicludes hmch Fomu or five of the days
are used for field rips or other special prorams. All of these limitations detracted from
the proper implementation of the cross-age tutoring strategy. In order to mandmize the
benefits The cross-age tutoring project should be well planned staff need more advance
training, teachers must train the tutors and prepare well rhoughout acitivtes for the tutors
tutee pairs, and the administration must monitor progress and revise the program as
needed. Cross-age tutoring remains an extremely viable strategy, especially but not only
for at-risk children.
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CURRICULUM
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RJECK AVENUE SCHOOL
BILNGUALJESL' EDUCATION
SUMMER ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
STUDENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Students who have just completed the following grade levels need reinforcement/
remediation in the skills listed

Xr3nsi.tiona.3lJjindergarten
To say the names of the letters
To recognize the numbers I to 10
To write the letters of the alphabet

Kindergarten
To write the letters of the alphabet
To identify a sound for each letter
To join sounds together to make words
To count to 50
To add and subtract to 6
To identify pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters
To read high frequency words
Transitional First
To
To
To
To

follow directions
demonstrate listening comprehension
build vocabulary
formulate oral sentences

First 5.rade
To use proper intonation when reading aloud
To demonstrate compreheusiou of reading material

To build vocabulary
To
To
To
To
To

use correct grammatical structures when writing
use a variety of vocabulary in writing
spell high-frequency words correctly
punctuate sentences and questions
expand their use of Spanish and Enslish to describe ideas and thoughts
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Second and Third Grades
To enrich English vocabulary
To demonstrate comprehension of reading material
To read critically
To increase word attack skills
To recognize sounddsymbol relationships
To follow directions
To demonstrate comprehension of oral material

jFurth and FifthGr.ldjs
To write complete sentences
To join related sentences together in a well-organized pnagraph
To edit run-on sentences
To use proper capitalization and punctuation
To use computers for composing, editing, and producing original work
To build vocabulary in Spanish and English

To summarize stories
To identify important information
To explain concepts and processes
To use higher-level thbinkig skills
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Bilingual Summer Enrichment Program
Cuniilum Guide
1996

Millville Public Schools
Millville, New Jersey

Background
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Since 1992, the Miviville School District has provided a srmmer enrichment
program for its limited English profiient students. The programis open to those studets
who just completed kindergaten trough fifth grade. The program lasts five weeks in
June and July, and studets attend from 9:00 A-M. to 12:30 P.ML Monday through
Thursday.
The purpose of the program is to maintain, enrih, and supplement academic and
social skills acquired during the school year and to ease the transition to the next grade
leveL The speciic objectives in the curriouhum guide reflect the National Goals 2000, the
New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards, and the disrict's mission statement.
They also address the specialneeds of the at-risk population for which the program is
designed.

Mission Statement
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We affrm the primay mission of the Miuville Public Schools is to have all students
graduate from high school Upon high school graduation, the student will be able to
function in a competitive modem society with marketable sills fr eaty into thd job
market. The student will be prepared to coutinue his or her education and will have
developed appropriate social nd coping skills. Mllville will include progras introduced
at the earlies year to promote adividual sueeess throughout each grade level and provide
support services to students and parents aidlug the education process.
Further, we believe a student's education will be enhanced through an environment
conducive to leaning. The education of all students will be secured by providing students
and teachers with proper facilities, instructional materials and resources to achieve desired
learning outcomes.

Overview
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Before the beginning of each years summer program, the teachers collectively
choose two science- and social studies-related themes to govern the content ofistruction.
Themes might include Nature (plants and animals), Air, Land, and Water, Communication
and Transportation, and Community Living. Through thematic instrucion, teachers use
an integrated approach to address objectives in the content areas of mathematics, language
arts literacy, science, social studies, visal and performing art, ad health and physical
education A number of field trips to local stes of interest tie into the general themes.
Computer technology and other cross-content workplace readiness skills are also an
important aspect ofthe program The five-week program clminates in a parent visitation
day with presentations by each class.
The curriculum is designed to allow flexibility for teacher creativity and for grade
level differetces but at the same time provide enough direction fO accoumtabfity and
consistency

Language Arts Literacy
At a level appropriate for the students' current grade and abilities, students will
>

"

uild vocabulary in both Spanish and English
Participate ii group discussions
Participate in collaborative speaking activities, such as choral reading. plays, and
recitation of poems
Give and follow oral directions

*

Demonstrate active listening skills

*

Listen for a variety ofpurposes, such as enjoyment and obtaining information

*

Use reading for a variety ofpurposes, such as enjoymenet, learming, and problem
solving
Identify sound-symbol relationships
Recognize sight words
Read literally, itferentially, and critically
Use prior knowledge to extend reading ability

*

Respond to the use of illustrations to support text
Demonstrate comprehension of a story

*

Explain and summarize ideas

r

Retell stories

Distingish between fact and fiction
e

Follow written instructions

*

Use writing to extend experiences

*

Revise and edit writing

*

Publish writing for others to read
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Mathematics
At a level appropriate for the students' current grade and abilities, students will
*

Recognize, formulate, and solve problems axiing from everyday experiences

*

Constuct and use concrete, pictorial, symbolic, and graphical models to represent
problems situations

*

Apply a variety of problem-solving strategies in cooperative and independent
learning environments

+

Explain their mathematical work to others

*

Recognize the role of mathematics in daily life

·

Recogni7e patterns and relationships

*

Develop number sense

o

Understand and demonstrate the use of money

o

Use a variety oftools to measure mathematical and physical objects

o

Identify two- and three-dimensional shapes

·

Select and use various methods of performing numerical operations
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Science
At a level appropriate for the students' current grade and abiities, students will:
Recognize patterns
Record observations
Draw conclusions

Recognize interdependent parts of a system and understad how the system works
a

Observe and discuss ways in which technology and tools help people

*

Use appropiate tools to measure quantities

*

Display understanding of scientifi concepts

o

Recognize the diversity of plants and animals

o

Identify the various habitats of plants and aials
lnvestigate the interdependence of living tbfigs and their enxironment

;

Examine how man interacts with the environment

Social Studies
At a level appropriate for the students' current grade and abilities, students wilL
Desonibe work that people perform in our economic system
Demonstrate understanding of the spatial concepts of location, distance, and
direction
*

Identify the ocation of places in the local comrmnity
Compare the physical characteristics ofplaces and regions

*

Explain the role oftransportation and communication
Discss the similaities and differeces of ural, suburban and urban commmi.ties
Demonstrate understanding ofthe relationship between hunaas and the
environmett
Identify renewable and non-renewable resources
Discuss the hfaly as a social unit
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Visul and Performing Arts
At a level appropriate for the students' current grade and abilitiek students will:
5

Demonstrate performance and participation skills by worng and creating
iadvidually and with others
Perform songs, dances, poems, and/or skits for an audience
Display personal artistic creations
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Health and Physical Education
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At a level appropriate for the students' current grade and abfties, students wil
DOiscuss and follow rules designed to promote health and safety
Identify potentially dangerous situations and develop personal protecion strategies
o

Identiy factors that contribute to good heath

*

Identi

*

Discuss the importaace of friends and fmily

*

Discuss and demonstrate respect for and acceptance of cthers

o

Participate in physical actvities, sch as games, exercise, and sports

conflicts and demonstrate appropriate strategies to resolve them

Cross-Content Workplace Readiness
At a level appropriate to the students' curent grade and abilities, students wil:
Demonstrate ability to get along with others
Work cooperatively with others to accomplish a task
Explore career possibilities
Use computer technology and other tools to produce products
appropdate tools and technology for specific activities
eSelect
0

Use criical thining, deciion-making, and problem-solving skills
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CURRICULUM QUESTIONNAIRE
Please review the new cuniculum for the summer erichtment program and rate it fir the

following criteria. Completed forms should be retuned to Debbie Weaiick as soon as
possible.
L

Ease of use

5
Excellent
2.

4

3

Very good

Good

5.

4

4

3

1

2

1

4

3

I

Ability level appropriateness
3

2

1

2

1

2

1

Ability to meet individual needs of students
5

7.

2

Appeal to students

4

6.

3

Flexibility allowing for various teaching styles
5

4,

Needs
ipTrouvement

I
Poor

Level of specificity
5

3.

2

4

3

Suitability to a variety of student leaning styles
5

4

3

Use the back of this sheet to write answers to these questions:
8.

What did you like best about the cirricuum?

9.

What needs to be changed in the curricuhum?

10.

What should be added to the curriculu?

APPENDIX B
STAFF DEVELOPMENT

STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
Staff Survey
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Many of us attended one or more out-of-district workshops, seminars, or coerences dining the
past school yea. How many of us have returned with interesting strateges and concepts that we
wanted to try nut in our own cassrooms? Wouldn't it be great to share some of those successful
ideas with our colleagues! Please complete this survey, adding any comments on the back, and
. Your help would be greatly appreciated.
retum to Debbie Wenrick's maibox by
Name
Number of workshops or conferences you attended last year _
Title of wokshop(s) attended last year:

Did you bring back any new ideas or matedals you have used successfilly in your classroom?
Yes

No

Do you plan to try out any new strategies in your classroom this year?
Yes

No

Have you ordered new materials that others may find useful in thei
Yes

classrooms?

No

Would you be interested in attending one day mini-workhops after school to find out about some
of the new ideas learned last year?
Yes

No

Would you be willing to present an informal, 45-miute workshop ater school to share a new
idea or interesting materials with a small group of interested colleagues?
Yes

No

· IYI

I

I

I
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Preseonter:
Date:
Place:
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LEARN IT, LIVE IT, SHARE T
MINI-WORKSHOP QUESTIONNAIE
Thank you for paripating in the Learn It, Live It,Share t programthis year. Please
take a few minutes to answer the following questions, then rem the completed
qzestionnaire to Debbie Wenrick's mailbox, Thanks for your feedback
1.

How many Learn It, Live It, Share It mini-workshops have you attended?

2.

Did the workshops give you valrable teaching ideas? Yes

3.

Have you tried any of the ideas in your classroom?

Yes_

4.

Do you feel the Lean It, Live It, Share It program
should be continued?

Yes_

5.

Would you be willing to present a workshop in
the future?

Yes

No_

No

No_

_No

APPENDIX C
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION

MILLVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MILLVILLE, NEW JERSEY

(FORM A)
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Teacher .

............

Position ·
Evdluator

....

...

..
.....

....

...

.........
........

D ate . . ...........
School .

...

..

......................

Yrs. of Teaching 'n Millville ....

: ...........

.......... . .

. .............

I (0BJECTIVES: (What are you trying to accomplish Tn this lesson? What will students be able to

do as a result of participating in the lesson? Are the objectives keyed to the
course of study?)
Students will ......

11

I13

MATERIALS: (What materials will be required for this les5on}?

PROCEDURES:

(Review - Presentation - Guided Practice - Feedback and Correctives Independent Practice -Evaluation)

VG

I

nw.

r-P.ii. orr

iNK BVilidlg

GOLoENBOQ - Fie

MILLVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
M LLVILLE, NEW JERSEY

PROFESSIONAL OBSERVATION
(Form B)
Teacher ...........

.................
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a......
te ....

......

.......................

GENERAL COMMENTS: (What was observed. Objectve statements of what actually took place during
the lesson.)

o-." fh-r

WHITE -Staff Member

YELLOW- Evaluaor

PINK Buildim

GOLDEwfR O - FiR

MILLVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MILLVILLE, NEW JERSEY
PROFESSIONAL EVALUATION
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(FORM C)
Teacher

......

.. I I.. .. .......

-

Date ........ ...........

..........

*

1. Comments on Obsarvation:

methods, etc.)
2. Summary of Conference: (Include statements of planned activities, hanged

. ......

Siigntum af Eualuats

,..

. .

......

Datd

.

. .
...

,

. .iu

..f

.. .
Ewl

nor nev
Tin sgatlum indiceS tth the Eluatee end Evluaor have daiup=l this valuatLon. It das
stVemes whhip th EvaiuatiDon.
ralau:ea mav submit a wrinen rewpna ro any materil in this rporr within 15 dyews v the post.-obervtan

REV 8-a6.

WHITE - Staff Member

YELLOW - Evaluatnr

r.

. .. Da..t .

0atC

$pnAwr; af Fvel¥8for

PINK - BuildinB

arily darmr

conterenc,.

GOLPENROD- File

remb

a1
witm
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OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT REVISION
Pre-project Questionnaire
Please rae the current instrument used for observations fo the followig characteristics:
Poor

Satisftory

Excellent

I

3

5

3

5

3

5

4. Clarity of expectations

3

5

5. Abiity to provide teacher with valuable
feedback

3

5

1. Objectivity
2. Reliability
3. Ease of use for observer

1

6. Coaduciveness to professional growth

1

3

5

7. Conduciveness to supervisor-supervisee
dialogue

1

3

5

CRTERIA FOR OBSERVATIONS OF TEACHERS
The observf will lak for and record evidence that the tacher
- has a good rapport with the stdecn
- has a sense of humr
- has a good command of the subject malcr
- mantaa discipEn
- presents nfonnatin in mo re tha one way
- manages classroom procedures

- makes the classroom conducive to leating
- can be flexible
- thoghtfy plans the eson
- assesses student progess
- possesses excellent communiaon skils

- makes a personal comection with individual studmits
- maintains a professional demeanor

October 22, 1996
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INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN
C.-nnl
-eLLU L
----

vuamp
%I

Ciade level

Subject.

.

Date

1.

Briefly describe the students in this class, inclnding those wth secialneeds.

2.

What are your goals foi the lesson? What do you want the students to learn?

3.

Why are these goals suitable for this group of students?

4.

How do these goals support the distrit's ourriculfm, state frameworks, and
content standards?

5.

How do these goals relate to broader curiculmn goals in the discipline as a whole
or in other disciplines 9

6.

How do you plan to engage students in the content? What will you do? What
will the studeots do?

7.

What difficulties do students typically experience in this area, and how do you
plan to anticipate these difficulties?

128

ill you use?

8.

Wit insctional materials or other resouces, if any,

9.

How do you plan to assess student achievement of the goals? What prooedures
will you use?

10.

How do you plan to make use of the results ofthe assessment?
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REFLECTION SHEET
School

Vcmr

.K1

Grade leveLd

Subject

Date

L

As I reflect on the lesson, to what extent were students productively engaged?

2.

Did the students learn what I intended? Were my insmtctional goals met? Hbw
do I know, or how and when will I know?

3.

Did I alter my goals or instructional plan as itaught the lesson? Why?

4.

a
If I had the opportity to teach this lesson ag in to this same group of stdents,
what would Id doifferently9 Why?
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O)BSERVATION REPORT
Teacher -

h-

Date of Observation

Classt thgrMbiritstov
Observe_

School

_-m29-97

Memowial

ehra Wenridck

The class observed was part of a brand new 9-week course designed far students not involved in
foreign languages or band. It combines coiputer applications with research strategies. As Ss
entered the classoom, they put their belongings at their desks then immediately went to various
locations in the room to get the supplies they needed and to start up the computers. When most
of the $s had arrived, T asked Ss to sit down so she could give some instructions. As Ss took
their seats T put away the overhead projector she had used in the previous period. S asked T to
check her eye. T looked at it and discussed it with her. A second T (computer expert) entered
the room T explaiaed that there would be no class the following day due to a scheduled pep
rally. T told Ss that tkey needed to finish their projects by the end of class Monday and that the
final exam would be on Wednesday. She explained what the exam would consist of and informed
Ss that there would be a computer for each studen. Twice duing these instructions Ss began to
leave their seats to go to the computers. T ohuckled and said, "Not anxious, are you?" T.
reminded Ss of pocedures for determining use of computers. '"ast yesterday, first today." Ss
quickly went to workstation. The third T (media specialist) of the team entered the room One S
couldn't find her diskette, so T went to the filing cabinet to get one fir her. Ss used the
Hyperstudio program to design a short presentation to teach one concept of their choice. The
presentation will icorporate the Hyperstudio skills they have leamed in the course. The Ss were
filly engaged in their wofi, asking for help or guidance as problems arose. Ts responded quickly
and guided them through the problems. Those Ss who were not on computers quietly worked at
a desk, planning what they were going to do when it was their turn to use a computer. Halfway
through the period those without computers switched with several Ss whose projects were almost
finished. Two minutes before the end of the period, T warned Ss to clean up. They quickly
closed the computers, stored their materials, and returned to their desks. When the bell rang Ss
were dismissed.
SUMMARY OF POST-OBSERVATION CONFERENCE

EVIDENCE OF EFEECTIVE TEACfING
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Good rapport with the students:
Ss responded well to T and felt comfortable asking for help on project and/or personal matters.
Sense of humor:
T used humor to temper Ss' enthusiasm until she fiished giving instructions when she said, "Not
anxious, are you?"
Comunand of subject matter:
T is knowledgeable but stillnot completely comfotable with Hyperstudio. She relies on he
expertise of the other Ts. This is the first time teachig this class.
Discipliae:
No discipline problems arose. Ss were all fiuly engaged hi learning activities.
Presentation of information in more than one way:
This class is teaching Ss an alternative way ofpreseting material The Ss are given the
opportunity to choose what kind of information they present.
Classroom management:
The Ts have developed an effective system for sharing computers. Ss kcncothe procedures and
wvat is expected. They can begin to prepare for the class as soon as they enter the classroom. Ss
are given a two-minute warning to clean up. Materials for Ss are easily accessible.
Classroom conducive to learning:
The computers are arranged such that the Ss have sufficient room to work; also, they do not
intefere with other classes. Materials are effectively stored to allow student access. The nature
of the course and the good rapport the T has developed with the Ss create a positive classroom
cngte.
Fietibility of teacher:
The class is student-centered T showed flexibility in responding to various S needs.
Thoughtful planning of lessons:
The cass observed was just a small part of the total project. The project was long-term and was
well-planned and systematic, Ss had excellent guidelines to follow.
Assessment of student progress:
The project will be formally assessed when complete and shared with thz class. T checked
progress as Ss worked.

ComtuiCatioa skills:
T cdeary and sucinctly gave inial instructions, inmcludg special histrUions for the fllowing 132
day's class. When Ss were on conputers, T listened and responded to [luesdioa
Personal connectidon with students:
T responded to S having trouble with her eye. T commiserated with S who forgot to save her
work and lost part ofit
Professional demeanor:
T maintained her professioalism at all times. The team ofthree teachers work well together an
rely on each other's stregths. T treats Ss with respect.

OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT REVISION
Post-project Qnestionnaire
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Please rate the observation iustmment designed by your commiese fir the fillowng
characteistics:

Satisfctry

Poor

Exceteamt

I. Objecivity

1

2

3

5

2. Reliability

I

2

3

5

2

3

5

1
3. Ease ofuse for observer
4. Clarity of expectations

1
I

2

3

5

5. Ability to provide teacher with valuable
fRedback

1

2

3

5

6. Conduciveness to professional growth

1

2

3

5

7. Conduciveness to supervisor-supervisee

I

2

3

5

dialogue

Please write your response to the following question:
8. How did you feei about being involved in the instrument reviion process?

APPENDIX D
TECNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY SURVEY
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Please take a few minutes to respond to the following statements. Return your completed
survey to my mailbox
Thanks for your .tin,

1.

My classoom has at least one computer with a CD-ROM drive.
Yes~.

2.

~

I have personally used CD-ROM technology.
Yes

3.

No

My stdents have used CD-ROM technology in my classroom
Yes

4.

No

No

1 have integrated CD-ROM technology into myinstrction.
Yes___

No

TECHNOLOGY IN TE CLASSROOM
CD-ROM INVENTORY

13

Dear Coleagues:
As part of my internship miSupervision and Curricuum Development, I m workiag on a project
to increase the use of CD-ROM as an instructional tool in Rieck Avenue School Please list all
CDs you have in your classroom If you have none, please write NONE. Completed forms may
be placed in my mailbox. Thaak you in advance for your cooperation, time, and support

Sincerely,

Name

Room Number
Company Naane

Subject

Age level

·_
·

··___
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Name of CD

[

-Home Class

BiBin ua| Subiect

bmpany

3 D Atlas
5K,Z,5,Co,H,Passaro no
3 Faces of Evil
6,7
no
5 a Day Adventures
K, 2, 5
no
A Global Family Portrait
Cornelius
no
Adventures of Sinbad, Aladdin and 6,7
no
American Heritage Talking Diction K,2,5
no
Apple Education Series
Cornelius
no
Apple Macintosh
K, 2, 5
no
Arthur's Teacher Trouble
1
yes
Bailey Book House
Cornelius
no
Big Anthony's Mixed-up Magic
1
no
Building Reading Comprehension
Cooper
no
Busy Town
K
no
Card Shop Plus
Flick, Kort
no
Career-O-Rama
Cornelius
no
Children's Treasury
K
no
hildren's Treasury 11
Kno
Compton's Multimedia Encclopedi K. 1, 5, 6
no
Curious GeoreLearn the Alphabe K
no
Developing Writing Skills
Cooper
no
Dictionary for Children
K, 2, 5, Co,H
no
Dinosaur Adventure
K, 2, 5, H,
no
Dinosaurs
5
vocabula
Encyclopedia of Science
Cornelius
no
Fire and Ice
6,7
no
Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia
K,2,5,Co,H.Corn,Pa no
Guinness Records - 1994
.
K,2,5, H
no
Home, Sweet Home
K
No
Hyperstudio
K, 2, 5,H,
no
If You Give A Mouse A Cookie
Peckich
no
Infopedia
K,2,5,
no
It's a Bird's Life
6,7
no
Just Grandma and Me
K
yes

Geography EA World
Reading
Queue
ESL, Nutri Dole
Social Stuc PressMedi;
Reading
Queue
allSoftkey
Teacher
Aple
System So Macintosh
Readin
Broderbunc
Reading
Edmark
Reading
Putnam
Readi
Queue
Games
Paramount
Writing
Mindscape
Careers
Reading
Queue
Read ,
Queue
All subect Comptons
Alphabet Queue
Language Queue
all
Simon Sch
Science
Knowledge
Science
Discus
Science
Eyewitnes:
Reading
Queue
all
Grolier
ESL, Readin Grolier
ESL
Conter
Teacher
Roger Wag
Language AHarper
all
Future Vis
Reading
Sanctuary
Reading
Broderbunc

Kids Can Read
Legends of the Americas

Garcia
5

no
no

Reading
Reading

Little Monster at School
Material World

T1
Cofljkis

yes
no

Reading
Broderbunc
Social Stu Star

Name of CD

Home Class

.2iin

ual

Subiect
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Company

Me, Myself, and I
Microsoft Art Gallery
Millie's Math House
Moving gives me a Stomachache
My Favorite Monster
My First Incredible Diction
My Silly CD of ABC's
Ocean Below
Peter's Alphabet Adventure
Peter's Magic Adventure
Peter's Number Adventure
Poe's Tales of Terror
Prehistoria
Reasonin skills
Sammy's Science House
Space Adventure
Space Shuttle
Story Time
Super Print
Talking Jungle Safari
The Animals
The Cat Came Back
The Cities Below
The New Kid on the Block
The Rain Forest
The Rosetta Stone
The Selfish Giant
The Tale of Peter Rabbit
The Tortoise and the Hare
The Velveteen Rabbit
The Way Things Work
Time Almanac
Tropical Rainforest

Conter
ESL
no
K
Art, Cultur Microsoft
no
K, 2, 5,H
Edmark
Math
no
Romer
Discus
vocabula Reading
2
Simon&Sci
Games
no
K ....
Darling
Writing
no
Hayes
Discus
vocabula Reading
K
Software
Science
Cornelius, Passero no
Alphabet Apple Con
Yes
K
Thinking S Apple Con
Yes
K
Apple Con
Math
yes
K
Queue
Reading
no
6,7
Grolier
Science
Cornelius, Passar no
Language Queue
no
Cooper
Edmark
Science
no
Romer
Knowledge
Science
no
K, 2, 5,fH,
Current Ev Software
no
Cornelius
Languae A HoughtonM
no
Peckich
4Writing ._ Scholastic
Cooper, Corn, Pass no
New Media
Science
no
5
Software
Science
no
K,2,5,
Reading, ES Sanctuary
Yes
K
Geography Now What
no
K, 2, 5
Broderbun:
Reading
yes
6,7
ReMedia
Science
_o
K, 2, 5, H.
Power Pac
ESL
yes
K, 2, 5,H,
Sanctuary
Reading
no
6,7
Discis
vocabula Reading
T1
Broderbunc
Reading
s
K
Queue
Reading
no
2
Darling
Science
no
Hayes, Come
Compact
History
K, 2, 5, Co,H,Passa no
Aris
Science
no
1

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary

Cooper

no

Whales
Who Built America
Word Tales
Worldview

5
K, 2, 5
K
I

vocabuia
no
no
no

Page 2

Science
History
Sounds
Geography

Discis
Voyager
Time Warn
Aris
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WHAT CAN CD-ROM DO FOR ME?
WHAT:
FOR:
WHEN:

CD-ROM Workshop
Teachers grades 3-7
Wednesday, April 30
3:40 - 4:30
WHERE:
Rieck Avenue Library
PRESENTER: Jean Armstrong

Are you using your classroom computer to its full
potential?
Come and see the capabilities of CD-ROM.
Several CDs have been purchased
by Building Planning Team and can be
borrowed for classroom use.
Find out what CDs are available,
how to use them, and how they can be
integrated into your curriculum.
Join us for a fun, no-pressure, hands-on
inservice!
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CD-ROM TECHNOLOGY
Pre-workshop Survey
HBNma

I have previously used CD-ROM technology on a computer in my home:

Never
1

2

Occasionally
3

4

Frequently
5

I have previously used CD-ROM technology in my classroom for my own
innformation:
Never

I

Occrsionals
2

3

4

Frequently
5

I have prevDously used CD-ROM technology on my classroom computer for
instruction:
Never
1

2

lam

Not at al I
¶

2

Somewhat
3

4

Very
5

comfortable using programs already installed on

....
l

Not at al
1

4

Frequently
5

comfortable using CD-ROM technology:

Iamthe computer:
g

Occasionally
3

2

Somewhat
3

I have attended other computer workshops:
Please list on other side.

4
Yes

Very
5
No

CD-ROM TECHNOLOGY
Workshop Evaluation
Please rate the workshop for the fol lowing:

Poor

Excel lent

Appropriateness of materials

1

2

3

4

5

C ari ty of presentation

1

2

.

4

5

Usefulness of information

1

2

3

4

5

Length of workshop

1

2

S

4

5

Useft1ness of handouts

I

2

3

4

5

Additional comments:

TECHNOLOGY
Post Workshop Questionnaire
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Thank you for attending lat month's CD-ROM workshop. To help me evaluate the
effctiveness of the workshop, please respond to the flowing statements by circling a
number from 1 to 5. The completed questionnaire can be returned to my maibox

Name

1.

Since attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have used CD-ROM to obtai

information for lessons.
1

2

Not at all
2.

4

5

Frequently

Since attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have integrated CD-ROM into
some of my lessons.
1

3.

3
Sometimes

2

3

4

5

Since attending the CD-ROM workshop, I have given my students
opportunities to use CD-ROM to obtain informatican

1
4.

2

3

4

5

4

5

I feel I need more insoeice in the use of CD-ROM.
I

2

Not at all

Please ist any CDs you have tried:

3
Somewhat

Definitely

APPENDIX E
CHANGE - CROSS-AGE TUTORING

SUTMMER ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
Student Questionnaire
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Please circle the number that tells how you feel about each sentence.
3
Very true

2

1
Somewhat true

False

1

I liked the summer program.

3

2

1

2.

I learned something new in the program.

3

2

1

3.

I had fun learning.

3

2

1

4.

I feel good about myself because I helped a younger
student leam.

3

2

1

5.

I liked helping a younger student.

3

2

1

6.

I would have liked to spend more time working with
my partner.

3

2

1

7.

I feel more confident now about my own abilities.

3

2

1

8.

I want to come to the summer program next year.

3

2

I

SUMMER ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
Student Questionnaire
Please color the face that shows how you feel about each sentence.
1.

I liked the summer program.
a -

aI

2.

I learned something new during the summer program.

3.

I had fia learning.
S

p

'-N

4.

I feel special because I worked with an older student.

5.

My

6.

We should spend more time working1with our 'partners.

ed me learn new things.

--

7.

L

1want to come to the summer program next year.
s

L:r

J
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SUMMER ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
Staff Questionnaire
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Please circle the number that corresponds to the way you feel about each of the following
statements. O0 the back, feel fee to make any additional commets or suggestions you
may have regarding the cross-age tutoring component ofthe sufznr program
3

Very true
1.

2
Somewhat true

ln general my students benefited from working in a cross-age tutoring situation
3

2.

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

I would like to teach using crass-age tutoring again.
3

8.

2

A lot of leaming took place in the cross-age tutoring sihation,
3

7.

1

Few conflicts and discipline problems occurred when the children were workiag
in the cross-age tutoring situation.
3

- 6.

2

The younger students improved theit self-concept by having the individual
attention of an older student
3

5,

1

The older students increased their self-confidence by helping younger students.
3

4.

I

The older students increased their self-esteem by helping younger students.
3

3.

very
Not very true

2

1

I would like to see cross-age tutoring filly incorporated into next year's summer
enrichment program.
3

2

I
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